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From the President
An open letter to Nicholas Joyce, born
May 2,1990
At the moment you were born, the Solar System
had a unique configuration. This fact is unlikely
to have any effect on your future life. Your name
contains a certain selection of letters. Apart
from being a label you will wear for life, or at
least until you decide you would prefer to be
called something else, there is no hidden,
esoteric significance in the letters which make
up your name. You will live on a planet that is
several billion years old and in a universe that
is somewhat older. You are a member of the
species homo sapiens and your distant
ancestors were of different species.
You are
not the descendant of purpose-built humans
who were designed to dominate our planet, nor
are you the result of experiments by spacefaring aliens. Your childhood ills will not be
cured by quartz crystals, vibrations given off by
coloured threads, or appeals to supernatural
entities.
The world you will live in is a strange,
complex place, full of contradictions. You will

encounter superstition, fear, ideologies, hatred,
dogmas and many other unpleasant things.
You will also encounter knowledge , love, joy,
beauty and lots and lots of people. I hope that
you will be wary of superstition, fear, ideology,
hatred and dogma, that you will seek out
knowledge, love, joy and beauty and that you
will be tolerant of people. I hope that you will be
sceptical, because scepticism insulates you
from all those things which are the fruits of
unreason.
I will do everything I can to make it that
way for you, and why not? That's what
grandfathers are for.
With much love,
-Barry Williams

This sort of self-indulgence would never have been
allowed when Mendham was editor. Ed.
New grandfathers
indulgent. Pres.

are

allowed

to

be

self-
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Mafu: face-to-face
with an ascended
master
For two weeks, beginning
May 20, Australia was host
to Ms Penny Torres Rubin,
alleged channeller of 32,000
year old entity, Mafu. Mafu,
it is claimed, has lived
seventeen
times,
most
recently as
a
leper
in
Pompeii, 'about 2,000 years
ago'. As the deadline for this
edition is too close, we have
held over a complete report
on this visitation until the
next issue, however, here
are some impressions gained
by Barry Williams during his
TV
appearance
on
the
Midday
with
Ray
Martin
Show
on May 22, with Ms

Torres Rubin.
I am sitting in the Channel 9 Green
Room, wondering if the 'flu I am
harbouring can be cured by a dose
of ancient wisdom. Worse still,
will I burst into uncontrollable
coughing and stop the show? Or
uncontrollable laughter?
My
fellow guests are a rock group, of
whom I have never heard, and
John
Mortimer,
creator of
Rumpole, one of my favourite
fictional characters. Mr Mortimer
also appears to be suffering from
the 'flu. There is no sign of Ms TR
nor of any of the entourage that
accompanies her. My hosts tell me
that we are being kept apart
deliberately. It can't be my 'flu.
Surely, during seventeen lifetimes,
Mafu must have had it before. I
believe that it maintains the tension
and makes for better television. I
can understand that, it would be
boring if guests settled their
differences over a couple of drinks
in the Green Room and spent the
interview
swearing
undying
devotion to each other.
I am well briefed, the Midday
researchers having previously
supplied me with a video tape of a
performance by Mafu on a regional
US television program, and from

having watched her in a show on
SBS TV a couple of weeks ago.
In the US program, she was
confronted by an audience
consisting equally of believers and
of fundamentalist Christians. It
was an odd feeling, listening to an
argument
between
two
protagonists, both of whom were
talking through their hats. A bit
like watching the Gulf War.
Clearly, Ms TR can handle moral
indignation quite well. Wonder
how she handles laughter?
The format of the interview is
that Ms TR is on air with Ray
Martin alone for five minutes, then
assumes the Mafu role for eight,
then I go on with her for a further
eight.
I remain in a room,
watching a monitor, for the first
thirteen minutes.
Air Time. Ms TR is a small,
pleasant looking young woman
who has obviously told her story
many times before. Brought up as
a Catholic, she was living with her
LA cop husband when Mafu
entered her life. Rather than
seeking help from her priest, it
appears that she asked a 'well
known Californian psychic' for
counsel. She accepted Mafu's bona
fides and agreed to let her body be
used for the promulgation of his
ancient wisdom. She had recently
been accepted into a Vedic Hindu
group as a monk and had
renounced all her worldly goods.
All of this was delivered at high
speed and it was near enough to
letter perfect with the two previous
iterations of the same summary that
I had heard from the tape and the
SBS program. Ray Martin, ever
the gentleman, treated her gently.
Now is the time for the
transformation. Interestingly, in
the two previous performances I
had witnessed, this had taken some
time. One was in an hour long
show and the other was in a
documentary.
This was in a
restricted time, chat show, format
and Mafu shows that he
understands TV schedules as well
as the next entity. Penny has
barely closed her eyes and entered
the 'Theta' state, when she is
breathing harshly, blinking her
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eyes, throwing her legs wide apart,
To the question, "Why do you
squaring her shoulders and pulling
charge for your performance?" the
down the corners of her mouth . . answer is that Mafu does not, but
Total time, twenty one seconds.
that his 'oracle' requires transport
"Good morning" she says, in an
in 'aeroships' and accommodation
accent that sounds like someone
in 'hottles' and that 'donations'
playing Fagin in an amateur
seem to be the norm on this planet
dramatic society production of
and so on, but there is no
Oliver.
requirement to 'exchange gold'.
The wisdom begins to pour
The wisdom is available for all.
forth. In fractured syntax, Mafu
Ray presses further. Does that
produces the fruits of seventeen
mean that if someone attends and
incarnations and 32 centuries of
does not wish to pay, then they
existence. Excepting only 1950s
will be let in. "Of course" says
Hollywood
Biblical
Epics,
Mafu. What is that strangled cry I
produced by Sam Katzman and
hear from offstage? Could Mafu's
starring Victor Mature, no-one in
business manager be tearing his
the entire history of the human
hair out? How many Skeptics can
species ever talked this way,. I
I muster for a free night out next
wonder what Vic is doing these
week?
days - could he be working as a
Now a commercial break and I
dialogue coach for channellers?
am ushered on stage. What is it
The words are typically New Age
like to meet an 'ascended master'
jargon, full of love, god-being,
face-to-face? I am underawed.
Christ
consciousness,
self
Mafu, in the flesh, looks just like a
awareness, feeling good and
pleasant young woman with a
cosmic awakening but the phrasing
scow1 on her face.
is pure Hollywood B picture. I file
Back on air. Ray asks me what
it away for later.
I think. I respond that I am still
Ray's questions become more
waiting for some wisdom and
probing. Can Mafu give us any
suggest that all I have heard thus
evidence that he is what he claims
far could have come from a cab
to be? With the consumate skill of driver or a bar tender. Penny
a practiced interviewee, Penny
explains that cab drivers and bar
deflects the question, saying that it
tenders
are
'also
divinely
is good to doubt the facts and to be
accessed'. Does this mean that
left with the response of the
only a god can get a cab on a wet
emotions only. Other questions of
Friday night? If so, then I am on
a like nature are deflected with
Mafu's side. If not, then I don't
equal facility. It is clear to me that
know what it means. She then
one of Mafu's former incarnations
goes on to explain that, had she the
was as a politician. The ability to
time, she could discourse on
answer any question other than the
quantum physics or the meaning of
one asked is obviously not a
life for an hour or so.
Ray
recently acquired skill. To the
reminds her that that is not possible
question, "Why do you speak
within the format of the show, a
English?" the not unreasonable
point which Penny graciously
answer is given, "Because you
conceeds, but he then asks her for
understand English", however, she
a sample of her wisdom. She
then goes on to explain that she can
responds with the observation that
speak other languages but does not
she loves Ray and he is her father.
because she is using her "oracle's
Ray looks a trifle nonplussed at
English speaking tongue". This
this revelation of paternity.
I
solves the problem of being asked
intervene with my observation
to speak in another language, but
about stage Jewish accents and
raises the larger problem of
Hollywood scripts, the audience
whether non-English speakers
titters and Penny launches into a
have different tongues. I must ask
long and convoluted monologue in
a physiologist.
the now familiar vein. When she
Now there is a breakthrough.
pauses to draw a much needed
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breath, I opine that seventeen
lifetimes makes for extreme long
windedness. The audience laughs
loudly and Penny looks less that
pleased. I have been maintaining
eye contact during all this and have
a disbelieving grin plastered onto
my face. I think this is getting to
Penny.
Penny then embarks on an
even longer foray into the wilds of
obfuscation. She goes on and on
mentioning Christ consciousness,
Krishna, Mohammed, God and
much, much more. At last she
finishes and I reply, after a
dramatic pause, "Yeah, I'll go
along with all that." at which point
the audience breaks into hysteria.
Penny smiles and then realises that
she is not supposed to. She wipes
the smile from her face with her
hand, but the slip from her role
playing is very obvious. The
audience is on my side and Penny
is staring daggers at me. I essay
some channelling of my own.
Albert Einstein no less. "E=Mc2", I
say, pointing out that Albert
sounds like me because he is using
my vocal cords, and modestly
claiming that that is the wisest
thing that has been said all day.
Pressed to make a prediction,
Penny tells Ray that he will
become a god. He points out that
that is the prediction she always
makes. I jump in and ask whether
I too will become a god. She
seems to feel that I might if I lose
my anger, to which I respond that I
am not angry, I am in fact greatly
amused. So is the audience.
The interiew is nearing its end
and Ray persists with the question
of whether people can get into
Penny's seminar without paying.
She can hardly refuse now. He
reads out her dates and venues and
finishes with the observation that
anyone should turn up, whether
they wish to pay or not.
The interview ends and Geoff
Harvey and the Channel 9
orchestra strike up the play-out
music.
It is Colonel Bogey.
Geoff knows, I know and much of
the audience knows that the
popular words ascribed to that old
march are, "Bullshit was all the
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band could play". Penny, being
young and American, probably
does not know this, but one would
expect that someone as old and
wise as Mafu would. Luckily he is
very forgiving or he could have
wrecked the studio. Later in the
show, Ray Martin asks the
audience how many believe that
channelling is a load of bollox. The
response is almost unanimous.
At the beginning, I was in two
minds about Ms Torres Rubin.
Was she always in control, or had
she subconsciously convinced
herself that Mafu was real? During
the performance, she gave me the
option of believing that she was
what she claimed to be or that she
was a brilliant actress. I chose
neither option. I believe that she is
a mediocre actress and that her
performance showed that she
knows exactly what she is doing at
all times. She is accomplished at
handling moral indignation but
cannot successfully contend with
being laughed at. H.L.Mencken
was right, "One horse-laugh is
worth a thousand syllogisms".
The following evening, Penny
Torres Rubin appeared on the ABC
TV
Couchman
program,
confronted by an audience liberally
sprinkled with members of the
Victorian branch of Australian
Skeptics. This appearance served
to confirm my judgement about
her. A report on this, and an
analysis of the Mafu visit will
appear in the next issue.
-BW

------------STOP PRESS

At the National Convention of
Australian Skeptics, held in
Melbourne on the Queens Birthday
long weekend, the Bent Spoon
Award for 1989-90 was awarded
to Mafu, alleged discarnate entity
of some 32,000 summers. As far
as can be ascertained, Mafu has
made no comment on his
achievement of this outstanding
distinction. As the award was
announced in Latin, perhaps this is
not surprising.
(Full story, next edition)
wwwwwwwwwwwww

Editorial changes

Honours & awards

As from this edition, the Skeptic
has a new editor, Barry Williams.
Tim Mendham, after several years
of unremitting toil, has asked to be
given a break from editorial duties.
Of course we agreed to Tim's
request, although filling his shoes
will be a most onerous task.
Tim Mendham has always
been one of the mainstays of
Australian Skeptics. For several
years, he filled the roles of
Secretary and Treasurer of the
NSW Branch, continuing in those
positions
for
the
National
Committee when we took over
from the Victorian Branch. He
also assumed the position of Editor
at that time, a role in which he has
made his greatest contribution.
Tim is a professional editor
who
has
brought
great
professionalism to this publication.
I am sure that all of our readers
will agree that the Skeptic has
become an outstanding platform
for the exposition of the sceptical
viewpoint
during
Tim's
stewardship. He will remain as a
valued member of the national
committee and source of wise
counsel and advice to Harry and
myself as we endeavour · to
of
maintain
the
standards
excellence which he has set.
From all the Skeptics I say,
"Thanks Tim. You are a great
Australian."
-BW

Five prominent Skeptics were
awarded
honorary
Life
Membership of Australian Skeptics
at the 1990 Annual Convention,
held in Melbourne on June 9-10,
1990. Announcing the awards,
national president, Barry Williams
said," In many organisations, Life
Memberships are awarded to
people when they have ceased to
take an active role in the
organisation or when they have
reached such an age that their lives
are not expected to last much
longer. In Australian Skeptics we
do things differently. Not only are
our recipients still active, but this
award cannot be taken as an excuse
for them to reduce their activity.
This award, presented during the
tenth year of our existence,
recognises
the
outstanding
contributions made by these
individuals to the formation of and
to the continuing success of
Australian Skeptics. We all owe
them our utmost gratitude for their
work."
Those receiving the awards were,
Drs Martin Bridgestock and Ken
Smith of the Queensland branch,
co-editors and producers of
"Creationism - an Australian
perspective", now into its fourth
printing,
Mark
Plummer,
foundation member and inaugural
president of Australian Skeptics,
former executive director of
CSICOP and currently president of
the Victorian branch, James
Gerrand, inaugural secretary of
Australian Skeptics and mainstay
of the Victorian branch and Tim
Mendham, inaugural secretary and
treasurer of the NSW branch,
continuing in these positions when
the branch became the national
committee and, for four years,
editor of 'the Skeptic'.
The national committee extends its
congratulations and its gratitude to
the new Life Members.

Print Size
Entirely unrelated to the above
announcement, readers will note
that this edition is somewhat
smaller than were previous issues.
We are using a different typeface in
our articles, one which is smaller
in size, which will serve to reduce
the number of pages, while
keeping the same amount of
content. We welcome comments
from our readers.
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Prophecy at
Sydney Town Hall
An exhibition entitled "Bible
Prophecy Display", held at the
Sydney Town Hall on April 19-21,
proved an irresistable tempation,
especially in view of the articles in
this and previous issues taking a
sceptical approach to the same
subject.
Organised by the Sydney
Revival Centre, the displays
covered such current items of
interest as the Greenhouse effect,
the fall of the Berlin Wall,
pollution and soil erosion, as well
as older favourites like the state of
Israel, the Russian threat, the
British throne as direct descendent
of the throne of David, and the
Great Pyramid.
This latter subject seemed to
have little relevance to Biblical
study, but rather concentrated on
how clever the Egyptians were to
have built the pyramid in the first
place, aligned as it supposedly is
with every real or imagined line of
longitude
and
latitude
of
significance. As this display was
based on the now discounted
theories of Piazzi Smyth, there
seemed little point in including it.
Nevertheless,
truth
and
relevance did not seem to be of
great concern to the organisers,
who obviously preferred simplistic
observations and fear tactics as
weapons in the war to win
converts.
One of the silliest displays was
the amazing revelation that
Australia is mentioned in the Bible:
"Behold, these shall come from
far, and lo, these from the north
and west, and these from the land
of Terra Australis" (Isaiah 49:12).
While admitting that "Terra
Australis" is not actually in the
English language version, but
rather is lifted from the vulgate
Latin of St Jerome, the organisers
see this as further proof of the
Bible's inerrancy.
The facts that the Old Testament
wasn't written in Latin orginally,
that Australia was first called New
Holland by Europeans, that a

correct translation of the quote as
used in the exhibition would be the
meaningless "from the land of the
land of the south", and that the
New International Version of the
Bibi~ translates "Terra Australi~"
as 'the region of Aswan" m
southern Egypt, and therefore a
long way from Australia, seem to
have escaped the organisers. Still,
a local touch, no matter how
nonsensical, always works well
with the visitors.
Just as silly was the long
diatribe (circa 1899) on the
numerical coincidences of the
Bible. This style of numerological
legerdemain has no value at all,
being equally easily carried out on
any work of length, and even on
something as simple as your own
name. From the exhibition's point
of view, coincidence (often
contrived) equals fact.
The
meaning of life is 42!
Many of the other displays
covered in the exhibition referred
to prophecies dealt with by Colin
Groves et al in this journal.
What was most disturbing was
an almost gleeful approach as one
disaster after another -earthquakes,
famine, war, plagues, etc - were
listed, all of course indicating the
approaching "final days".
It
seemed that the organisers could
hardly wait for the end, regardless
of the suffering imposed on their
fellow humans, not to mention
other forms of fauna and flora.
The greatest toll from an
earthquake in historic times
probably took place over 400 years
ago in China; the greatest volcanic
explosion over 3000 years ago at
Thera; and the worst plague was
the Black Death of 1347-51. In
fact, there is no evidence that
natural disasters are increasing, or
getting worse; it is just that our
communications are better and we
know about more.
This
doesn't
bother
the
organisers either, who equate the
Newcastle quake (small by "world
disaster" standards) with the worst
of recorded history.
A total lack of historical
perspective is evident in every
utterance of those espousing a

"final days" scenario.
Rather
than
thoughtful
prophecies,
these are fearmongering bogeymen. We msy
ask, therefore, what value are
converts created from fear rather
than the love which is supposed to
be the basis of Christianity?
-TM

Student essay
corn petition
•
winners
The response to our Student Essay
Competition has been very
disappointing, in that we received
only six entries. We must now
question whether the competition is
having the desired effect of
encouraging and stimulating critical
thinking in a large number of
students throughout Australia. We
welcome
comments
and
suggestions from our readers on
this matter.
This does not in any way
detract from the quality of some of
the entries we did receive and the
winning essay, from Mary-Ann
Barfod,
a
21
year-old,
postgraduate
diploma
in
psychology student from the
University of Queensland was
unanimously selected by the judges
as the winner. Ms Barfod's essay
"A Skeptical Examination of Faith
Healing" will be published in the
next issue of the Skeptic .
We have also made a special $ 100
encouragement award to Matthew
Rhys Rimmer, a 16 year-old
student from the Weston Creek
High School, ACT.
Matthew has conducted original
research and has produced a well
reasoned argument, which is a
credit to a young man of his age.
Matthew's essay, "The Phineas T.
Barnum Effect" is published in this
issue, commencing on page 17.
We thank those who have entered
our competition and will advise
readers of any future efforts we
plan in this area.

8
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PROPHECY

Major Blunders of Major Prophets
COLIN GROVES AND SIMON BROWN
The second (and final) part of a series of examinations of the literalness of

Biblical prophecy.

I. Who, in any case, were the prophets?
The word "Prophet" comes from the Greek prophetes,
literally "one who speaks for .... " someone else, i.e. an
interpreter. This in tum is a fairly accurate translation
of the Hebrew nabi, "proclaimer" (Sawyer, 1987).
Prophets were the mouthpieces of God, telling the
people what God required of them - forecasting the
future was only incidental to their role ("forth-tellers"
rather than "foretellers" (Seitz, 1988)), and even then
much of their "prediction" reads more like an "if you
continue as you are, then the following is bound to
happen", than like an unalterable futurology. In fact
in some instances it is recorded that the people do
change their ways, with the result that the prophecy
changes.
The books of the Prophets are customarily
divided into 3 Major and 12 Minor Prophets, plus the
enigmatic Book of Daniel whereof we previously
The Major
spake (Groves and Brown, 1989).
Prophets are Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel. The Minor
Prophets contain a few passages interpreted as
messianic by some, but in general - because they are
"minor" and/or didn't give themselves much space to
write long messages - they are little known. The one
name that is known to the public (outside the pages of
a Herman Melville novel, or Ringo Starr's family) is
Jonah, and that mainly because of his adventure with a
large fish (or whale, as the popular imagination has it).
The Lord had consigned him to the belly of the fish
because of his reluctance to go and preach in the
Assyrian capital, Nineveh. The ancient Assyrians,
arguably the most horrible people ever to have defiled
the face of the earth, had a reputation for depriving
those of whom they disapproved of their hands, skins
or other necessary parts; so our sympathies are entirely
with Jonah; but presumably the hydrochloric acid and
proteolytic enzymes of the fish's belly restored his
resolve to face the outside world, and after being
sicked up by the fish, he did indeed hie him to
Nineveh where, astonishingly, his preaching was
effective and caused the people to rend their clothes. It
is difficult to decide which story is less plausible: that
of the fish or of the repentance of the Assyrians.

It is the three Major Prophets who we wish to
consider here. Their lengthy writings contain much
prophecy, which has been mistaken by Biblical
literalists for futurology. As before, we will refer to
David Dare and to the lectures by the Seventh-Day
Adventist, Peter Joseit, along with a few other
sources.
As a matter of fact Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel
are four prophets, not just three. It has been accepted
ever since the work of J.C.Doderlein in 1775, in his
Ezaias, that chapters 40 onward of Isaiah have a
different authorship and date from the earlier chapters,
and that they are known as Deutero-Isaiah ("Second
Isaiah"). The evidence has been reviewed by Radday
(1973) and Scullion (1982): Deutero-Isaiah is quite
different from the earlier part thematically; there is no
narrative linking the prophesies, which form a
continuous stream; the style is quite different (sentence
length and construction, vocabulary and so on are all
different); and the writer has a habit of personifying
objects, including the city of Jerusalem. Finally,
whereas the first part purports to record the words of a
prophet, Isaiah son of Amoz, who lived in the late
eighth century B.C., Deutero - Isaiah concerns the
latter half of the Babylonian captivity, one and a half
centuries later. It has to be said that Radday (1973)
argues that, within Deutero-Isaiah, chs. 40-8 and 4966 display so many stylistic differences that the work
of yet a third prophet must be suspected: a view which
seems not to have attracted much following (if
anything, the "Third Isaiah" which is sometimes
believed in, is specified as chs. 56-66 (Seitz, 1988).
The true Isaiah saw his first vision in the last
year of King Uzziah of Judah (753 or 742 BC,
according to different reckonings). He flourished
during the reigns of Jotham, Ahaz and Hezekiah, that
is up to the beginning of the next century, or a little
after (/s 6: 1 and 1: 1). He seems to have been a bit of
an eccentric; when Sargon II, king of Assyria,
captured the city of Ashdod, Isaiah (on the Lord's
instructions) took to going about naked for three years
as a sign that Egypt and Cush would be naked, too, to
Assyrian attacks.
Jeremiah's call came in the thirteenth year of the

9
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reign of King Josiah (626 BC), and he lasted until the
eleventh year of the reign of king Zedekiah (586
B.C.); he was every whit as eccentric as Isaiah, given
to making practical demonstrations of his prophecies
such as breaking an earthenware jar in front of the
priests and elders to demonstrate how Judah would be
shattered; or wearing a yoke around his neck to
symbolise the yoke that Nebuchadnezzar, king of
Babylon, would soon place on Judah. His jar
breaking stunt got him flogged and put in the stocks
overnight, and on his release he uttered prophesies of
doom on the family of the temple officer who had done
this to him. He complained bitterly to the Lord for
making him a target for mockery (fer. 20:7-10). He
barely escaped execution on two occasions by king
Jehoiakim, and he was clearly regarded as a fifth
columnist for the Babylonians. Indeed, he was well
treated by the Babylonians, who awarded him a food
allowance; when rebellion broke out among those
Jews who had not been deported to Babylon, Jeremiah
inveighed against the rebels, who abducted him and
took him with them, apparently as a hostage, on their
flight into Egypt. which is the last we hear of him.
The son of Buzi the priest, Ezekiel was a Jewish
captive in Babylon who was called to prophecy in the
fifth year of the reign of king Jehoiachin, in 594 or
593 BC. When we read the instructions he believed he
had received from God - which he presumably obeyedwe find once again an erratic, even bizarre fanatic who
had no regard for social niceties; who shut himself up
in his house, and had himself tied up to keep him from
leaving (Eze. 3:24-5 ); drew a representation of
Jerusalem on a brick which he then pretended to lay
siege to (4:1-3 ); lay on his left side for 390 days to do
penance for Israel, and on his right for 40 days to bear
the guilt of Judah ( 4:4-6 ); and shaved off his hair and
beard, burning one third of the hairs, chopping up
another third, and scattering the rest to the wind,
except for a few which he kept in his robe until the
time came to burn them too (5:1-4 ). We are rather
appalled to read that he was forbidden to mourn the
death of his beloved wife, whom the Lord had struck
down specifically to illustrate the fate that awaited
Israel ( 24: 15-27). In his wide-:ranging prophecies he
fulminated again Jerusalem; against the "abominations"
practised by the Jews in Babylon; against Edom,
Moab, Tyre, Sidon, Egypt..... Would the Edomites
and the rest ever have got to know of his prophecies,
one wonders? - or were they uttered to give comfort to
the captive Jews (see " our traditional enemies are
destined for far worse fates than ourselves")?
II. The prophets' predictions - or were they?

We claimed above that the nature of Old
Testament prophecy is prediction only in the very
loosest sense. We will argue that their messages were
in the nature of judgements on and (often) comfort for
the Jews, the inference being that they would have
been astounded at the implication put on them by

today's Biblical fundamentalists, that they had exact
foreknowledge of what an unalterable future had in
store for the world. In this interpretation we include
the messianic prophecies. David Dare and others have
tended to say, "Isaiah predicted a world-savior, and
look - he came!" We think it would be more accurate
to say that Isaiah and other prophets promised a savior
(for the Jews, not necessarily for the world), and that
Jesus saw himself as fulfilling the prophecies, not in
the sense that things just happened to turn out as the
prophets had foretold, but by deliberately setting out to
fulfil them. Thus when Jesus sent two of his disciples
to fetch him a certain ass and her colt, " All this was
done, that it might be fulfilled which was spoken by
the prophet..." ( Matt. 21:4 ). How many times do we
read this in the New Testament?

1. Isaiah
Isaiah has at least three prophecies that have
been regarded as messianic. In one, "Behold, a virgin
shall conceive, and bear a son, and shall call his name
Immanuel" ( /s. 7:14 ), but ( v.16 ) "... before the
child shall know to refuse the evil, and choose the
good, the land that thou abhorrest shall be forsaken of
both her kings". In Ch. 9: 6-7 he says that the child
shall be a ruler, "and his name shall be called
Wonderful, Counsellor, The mighty God, The
everlasting Father, The Prince of Peace ... " (or, in the
NEB translation, "and he shall be called in purpose
wonderful, in battle God-like, Father for all time (or,
of a wide realm ), Prince of peace"). Finally, in
Ch.11, "And there shall come forth a rod out of the
stem of Jesse (v.1 ) ... And righteousness shall be the
girdle of his reins (v.5) ... And it shall come to pass in
that day, that the Lord shall set his hand again the
second time to recover the remnant of his people,
which shall be left, from Assyria, and from
Egypt...(v. 11)". In the first prophecy, "thou" is
Ahaz, king of Judah, and the land that he abhors,
whose two kings are to be overthrown, seems to be
Syria with Israel, whose two kings had combined
against Judah; this would happen in the infancy of the
child designated Immanuel ("God is with us"). As the
second prophecy makes clear, the child will be of the
royal house, and his own reign will usher in a period
of peace and prosperity. Clements (1988) suggests
that the prophecies refer to Hezekiah, son of Ahaz; but
this seems improbable, as Immanuel's birth is part of
the prophecy, and Hezekiah had been born before his
father had even come to the throne! It seems more
likely that Isaiah was indeed looking forward to a
generalised time when Judah's troubles would be
over, and this is how Judaism did indeed come to view
the passages; for the Gospel writers, Jesus was
Immanuel, and both Matthew (ch.1) and Luke (ch.3)
recorded genealogies to demonstrate that Jesus was, as
required, of the House of Jesse (unfortunately, the two
genealogies contradict each other!)
Later, Isaiah prophesied (19:5) that the river
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Nile "... shall be wasted and dried up"; and that the citystate of Tyre (19:15) should "be forgotten seventy
years". As these two prophecies are thoroughly
upstaged by Ezekiel (whose handling of them is treated
in detail below), we will not comment further on them
here.
Isaiah proper - "First Isaiah" - ends with four
chapters of narrative about the seiges of Jerusalem by
Assyria, retelling (sometimes in the selfsame words
and phrases) the famous stories of II Kings chs. 1820. Ch.39 ends with Isaiah telling King Hezekiah
that, after he is dead, Jerusalem will be sacked by
Babylon; this begins to sound like a prophecy of the
Babylonian captivity a century later, until we read
(39:7), "And of thy sons that shall issue from thee,
which thou shall beget, shall they take away; and they
shall be eunuchs in the palace of the king of Babylon" making it clear that this Babylonian event is to happen
in the years immediately following Hezekiah's death (it
didn't; and, reading the narrative that follows in II
Kings, there
is no indication that Hezekiah's sons did not remain
sexually intact!).
Hezekiah, who had suffered a good deal in his
reign, seemed less than concerned about his sons.
"Good is the word of the Lord which thou hast
spoken", he said: "For there shall be peace and truth in
my days". And so ends First Isaiah.

2. Deutero-Isaiah
Deutero-Isaiah is mainly famous for the Servant
Songs, which have even been considered by some
authorities to form a corpus of their own, separate
from the rest of the book. They are the passages that
have been taken as messianic by some. They are as
follows:
-Is 42:1-4.
The servant shall "bring forth
judgement to the Gentiles"; he shall be self-effacing
and gentle, but persistent.
-Is 49:1-6
The servant speaks: he is called
from the womb; he will both restore Israel and be a
light to the Gentiles.
-Is 50:4-9
The servant again speaks: he has
been made learned and eloquent, he is obedient to the
Lord, he is maltreated but does not hit back.
-Is 52:13 - 53:12 The servant is despised and
rejected; "wounded for our transgressions"; "he is
brought as a lamb to the slaughter, and as a sheep
before her shearers is dumb"; "he made his grave with
the wicked", yet he shall see his seed.
It is this fourth Servant Song that has been
reckoned most significant by those who see
predictions about Jesus in the Old Testament; yet of
course Jesus is not supposed to have had "seed"
(literally, children, as the NEB makes clear here). The
"servant" concept is quite obscure, and indeed the very
validity of the concept of "Servant Songs" has been
queried (Mettinger, 1983). Mettinger points out that
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the Songs are actually only weakly demarcated from
the surrounding text, such that one could, with equal
justification, extend the First Servant Song for another
five verses, and the Second for another six; and there
are at least three other passages which have "Servant
Song" characteristics.
There are several references in Deutero-Isaiah to
Cyrus, king of Persia (44:28, 45:1), which dates the
passages to around 539 or 538, when Cyrus's empire
was expanding and Babylon was ready to fall like a
rotten apple into his lap - as detailed in our previous
article. It is worth pointing out that Deutero-Isaiah
speaks in similar vein of Cyrus as he does of the
"Servant" (even calling him "servant" or "anointed").
Identifying the "Servant" as Cyrus has, of course, its
own difficulties, especially that the Persian empirebuilder was not particularly self-effacing, nor did he
make his grave with the wicked! Mettinger (1983) and
Seitz (1988) suggest that the "servant" is the exiled
Israel, and that the Cyrus passages serve as a
counterpoint to the Servant Songs. Perhaps, of
course, the "servant" is the prophet himself, writing in
"just you wait" vein!

3. Jeremiah
One of the weakest claims for "fulfillment of
prophecy" comes in a recent article on the
archaeological site of Petra, in Jordan (Down, 1990).
After describing its location, in the Edom escarpment
(on the east side of the Arava rift valley, which runs
from the Dead Sea to the Gulf of Aqaba), and some of
its noteworthy features such as the magnificent rockcut facade, Um el Biyara ("the place of cisterns") and
the deep narrow wadi, the Siq, that leads to it, Down
quotes extensively from Jeremiah's imprecations
against Edom, thus:
"O thou that dwellest in the clefts of the rock,
that holdest the height of the hill: though thou
shouldest make thy nest as high as the eagle, I will
bring thee down from thence , saith the Lord. Also
Edom shall be a desolation: everyone that goeth by it
shall be astonished, and shall hiss at the plagues
thereof. As in the overthrow of Sodom and Gomorrah
and the neighbour cities thereof, saith the Lord, no
man shall abide there, neither shall a son of man dwell
in it". (fer. 49:16-18; - Down uses some other
translation, but the tenor is the same).
Down interprets this passage his own way: "
'The height of the hill' refers to Um el Biyara, and the
'clefts of the rock' refers to what is known to the
Arabs as the Siq ... ", and goes on to maintain that the
ultimate abandonment of Petra as late as the 12th
century A.D. represents the fulfillment of the
prophecy.
So how does he decide what "the height of the
hill" and "the clefts of the rock" mean? He does not
say; he merely asserts it. (This is what George Orwell
called a "bullying argument".) The description,
referring as it does to the Edomites, aptly describes the
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whole of that dramatic mountainous region - who
specified Petra? The only settlements mentioned (in
verses 7, 8, 13, 20 and 22) are Teman, Dedan and
Bozrah. Petra, Down has previously argued, was the
locale called Sela in the Bible (it means "Rock" in
Hebrew, as Petra does in Greek): in other words, it
was not one of these three places. Finally, during his
visit to Petra, David Down surely met the Bedouin
who traditionally camp there, just as Peter Joseit did in
his visit?
But what is really important about Jeremiah is
the narrative of his behaviour. To this we will return
in the last section.

4. Ezekiel
One of Ezekiel's often-cited "predictions"
concerns Tyre, a powerful city-state in what is now
southern Lebanon, and chief city of the Phoenicians.
"Tyre shall be destroyed, never to be rebuilt", he said
(Eze. 26:4-21):
"I will bring on Tyrus
Nebuchadrezzar, king of Babylon (26:7) ... And they
shall break down thy walls, and destroy thy pleasant
houses: and they shall lay thy stones and thy timber
and thy dust in the midst of the water (26: 12) ... And I
will make thee like the top of a rock: thou shall be a
place to spread nets upon; thou shalt be built no more
(26: 14)... I will make thee a terror, and thou shalt be
no more: Though thou be sought for, yet shalt thou
never be found again, saith the Lord God (26:21)".
David Dare claims (p. 15) that the old city of
Tyre was indeed destroyed by Nebuchadrezzar, and
that the new Tyre was thereafter built on an island
offshore; Alexander the Great, much later (332 B.C.)
used the remains of the old city to build a causeway (
"stones and timber and dust in the midst of the water" see?), and so crossed to the island city, took it and
destroyed it utterly. By contrast, the nearby city of
Sidon, for which capture but not utter destruction was
predicted (Eze. 28:20-3 ), still exists! The Jehovah's
Witnesses' book Life - how did it get here? By
evolution or by creation? also makes much of this
prophecy, stressing that its final fulfillment occurred
more than two centuries after the prophecy was made.
In one of the public lectures referred to by Brown
(1989), Peter Joseit even showed a slide of fishermen
spreading out their nets on the rock, said by him to
mark the site of Tyre.
Tyre, Hitti (1957) tells us, was built on the
mainland and at first used the large (one mile by three
quarters of a mile) offshore island as its storehouse or
place of retreat; but gradually the main inhabited part of
the city came to be on the island, and the mainland
part, though strongly fortified, became the adjunct and
was called Old Tyre. In 586 the city was indeed
attacked by Nebuchadrezzar, and Old Tyre was taken;
but Tyre itself, the island city, was not, and the
Babylonians beseiged it for thirteen long years, at the
end of which a treaty was made. (Tyre made a
nominal submission and offered some of its
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aristocracy as hostages; the city remained untouched).
Reading Eze. 26 makes it absolutely clear that it was
at the hand of Nebuchadrezzar that the total destruction
is to take place; as the city was not destroyed, most of
us would see the prophecy as unfulfilled. (Henn
(1975) remarks that its destruction , at a time when
Nebuchadrezzar was sweeping all before him, was
widely expected;
its survival was "almost
miraculous".) But the prophecy-as-futurology zealots
insist that somehow, without a break in the text, notice
of a second and finally destructive attack on Tyre is
evident; so we must take the story further.
Yes, Alexander did attack Tyre when it refused
him permission to enter it peacefully, ostensibly to
sacrifice to the god Melkarth (whom Alexander
identified with his mythical ancestor Herakles).
Indeed he did build a causeway across to it from the
mainland, using in part the remains of Old Tyre (so not
strictly of Tyre). After a year-long seige he captured
Tyre and devastated it: 2,000 of its citizens were
crucified on the beach and 30,000 were sold as slaves.
Some Tyrians were rescued by their Sidonian allies;
some took refuge in the temple of Melkarth and were
spared. Though almost depopulated, the city did
survive; its fortunes revived under the Seleucids, it
flourished under Roman rule, and it was the second
largest city in Lebanon in the time of the crusades.
Then its fortunes underwent a further decline; it was
described as merely a "populous village" by Ibn
Battuta in 1326. And, oh dear, it still exists - a town
of 23,000! As Harden (p. 26) notes, a major reason
why so little excavation of the Phoenician city has been
possible is that the modem town is still in the same
place - on the selfsame site. What price "Utter
destruction for ever", then?
The Arabic version of its name, Sur, is
linguistically cognate with Tyre; the name, incidentally
means "rock", so Ezekiel was indulging in a play on
words when he spoke of it becoming a rock for
fishermen to spread their nets on.
A recent commentator (Klein, 1988) sheds light
on this "failure of prophecy". When Nebuchadrezzar,
performing the Lord's work, had nonetheless failed to
take Tyre, no great crisis of faith ensued: the Lord
would give him Egypt instead (Eze. 29: 17-21)! "A
literalistic, one-to-one fulfillment was not required"
(Klein, 1988: 135).
Ezekiel's Egypt prophecies bring us to another
matter. David Dare (Ch.3, p.22) referring to Eze.
32:15 and 30:12, 13, claims that the prophet foretells
that Egypt would be ruled by strangers - and look,
ever since Alexander's conquests Egypt's rulers have
been of foreign extraction! (Dare was writing well
before Nasser's overthrow of the Farouk monarchy,
of course, but let it pass). As a matter of fact, what
Ezekiel said was not, strictly speaking, that Egypt
should be ruled by strangers, but that it should not be
ruled at all ("there shall be no more a prince of the land
of Egypt"). Quibbles, quibbles: the point we want to
make here is more serious: a prophecy that has quite
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patently failed to come true occurs just a few verses
before those that Dare refers to - so close, in fact, that
his failure to cite them can only be regarded as blatant
dishonesty. "And the land of Egypt shall be desolate
and waste ... " (Eze.29:9), "and I will make the land of
Egypt utterly waste and dissolate" (v.10) ... "No foot
of man shall pass through it, nor foot of beast shall
pass through it, neither shall it be inhabited forty
years" (v. 11). One thing we can say for sure and
certain about Egypt, that it has been continuously
inhabited by people at least from upper Paleolithic
times (and by animals for longer than that) up to the
present. Yet the prophet is saying that there would be
a forty year hiatus: no people, no gazelle, ibex, wild
cat, jackal, millipede, sand mite ... ! David Dare is
revealed here as a fast talker, either a fraud or so
breathtakingly sloppy that he must be simply laughed
out of court. Zealous to "prove" that a certain prophecy
has come true, he somehow manages to overlook
another, that is just a few verses earlier, that cannot,
by the most liberal interpretation, be maintained to
have been accurate.
ID. Lessons from the Prophets

But do the prophets still have a message for us
today? We are sure that they do. On the most trite
level it is something like this: Their so-called
"predictions" can easily be shown not to have come
true; a fundamentalist who insists that they have, and
uses this supposed fact as important evidence of the
validity of the entire Bible, perhaps of Christianity
itself, is thereby unfairly contributing to the demise of
the whole Judaeo-Christian concept. (For this reason
alone, one would have thought that the fundamentalist
sects would be wise to forget about prophecy-asfuturology.)
On a higher plane, and as we have emphasised
before, the prophecies and the books that contain them
reveal a great deal about the authors, their culture,
society and their way of thinking. To the extent that
the Judaeo-Christian belief system is one of western
civilization's most important influences, this provides
tanatalizing glimpses of much that lies behind our own
culture and society and the way we think, even though
the two civilizations are far removed in time and place,
and also now greatly disparate in ethical outlook. In a
real sense, therefore, to attribute the power of
prophecy and futurology to these authors is to belittle
and demean their contribution to literature and their
inadvertent service to history. The fundamentalists
transform these men, not into superheroes, but into
clowns.
But an even more important point is raised by
some passages, most notably by the story of Jeremiah
wearing the yoke (Jer. 28).
Another prophet,
Hananiah, son of Azzur, took the yoke from
Jeremiah's neck and broke it saying that within two
years the Lord would break the power of
Nebuchadrezzar thus. Jeremiah replied that he hoped
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it would be so, but promptly went away and had
another vision in which he learned that not only would
the yoke of Nebuchadrezzar not be broken, but that it
would even be increased.
So he returned and
denounced Hananiah as a false prophet whom the Lord
had condemned to death. (And indeed the unfortunate
Hananiah died two months later.)
The question that this story, in particular, raises
is: how shall we know a false prophet? We live in the
age of Salman Rushdie; if Satanic Verses nearly crept
into the Koran, how do we know they were not
capable of getting into the Bible too? The problem
does not arise if we admit that the scriptures, however
holy, were written by human beings just doing their
best; but for those who insist that the sacred books
were divinely dictated, the problem is acute. If God
can inspire the scribe, so too can Satan.
Let us remember that many books on the life of
Jesus were rejected by the early church for inclusion in
the "official" New Testament, because they painted an
unflattering portrait of Jesus or in other ways did not
conform to the orthodox theological or political view.
Historically, many of these excluded books were as
relevant as, and were certainly contemporary with,
those that were finally accepted as the Word of God.
The decision as to which books comprised the New
Testament was a human one, not divine (Romer,
1989).
In any case, why would one want the books of
the prophets to be divinely inspired? Theirs is a world
where the innocents suffer, where noncombattants are
massacred, where women and children are enslaved,
where captives are butchered: and the prophets gloat
over this, all in the name of the Lord. Like the bloodsoaked histories of the books of Exodus, Joshua,
Judges, Samuel, Kings and Chronicles, they record
an alien morality, a thousand light years from the "love
your enemies" exhortations of the New Testament,
which fundamentalists presumably espouse. Let us
leave the prophets within their context and not try to
insist that they, or the kings and armies they served,
have anything to do with the way the world should be.
For, if they really are the voice of God, it is a dismal
world indeed.
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BOOK REVIEW

Creationism exposed (again)
BARRY WILLIAMS
The Creation Science Controversy
Barry Price
Millennium Books, Sydney $14.95

The list of publications, which ex~oses to critical
analysis
the
infantile
pretens10ns of the
politico/religious cult that is creation 'science', is a
distinguished one. There are many excellent books
which address the scientific and philosophical failures
of this pseudoscience, included among which is
Australian Skeptics' own publication, "Creationism an Australian perspective".
The book under review, The Creation Science
Controversy, is a welcome addition to this list, not
least because of the somewhat different approach it
takes to the matter. Barry Price is a science teacher,
who numbers among his qualifications a Diploma of
Religious Education. He was formerly the Science
Curriculum Officer with the Catholic Education Office
in Sydney.
From this rather uncommon perspective, Mr Price
articulates his concern about the threat posed by antiintellectualism, as exemplified by the rise of literalist
cults, not only to science but also to mainstream
religion. Indeed, he claims, with some justification,
that the use of political pressure to have creation
'science' legitimised as a scientific subject poses a
threat to our democratic institutions. It may well be
acceptable for the state to legislate what should be
taught in schools but it is totally unacceptable for the
state to decree what is or is not science. Mr Price is
particularly critical of the mainstream religions for their
failure to seriously address the threat that creationism
and literalism poses to their education systems. Many
of these organisations, he says, pay only lip service to
evolution, while seeking to sit on the fence in the
public debate. This, Mr Price indicates, can only be
detrimental to those religions.
The book exposes the pretensions of the Biblical
literalists, who insist that the Bible gives a true,
scientific account of how such events as 'creation' and
the 'Noahchian flood' led to the world as we see it
today. It shows that such an interpretation is neither
scientifically nor historically supportable and that it is
just as absurd in theological terms. The author
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catalogues some of the more nonsensical utterances of
the gurus of creationism (Henry Morris, high-priest of
the cult, has written that the craters on the moon and
Mars are the scars of a battle between the forces of
good and evil), and is particularly good in describing
the fancy footwork used by American creationists in
changing their ground as scientific and legal battles go
against them. He also instances occasions of books in
university libraries in Australia which have references
to evolution excised from pages, or of pages being
glued together to prevent evolutionary references being
read. This abhorent practice can only be deplored by
all who value free expression.
While most of the other exposures of creation
'science' are addressed to an audience that is
scientifically literate, an all too rare commodity as
Skeptics will be aware, Mr Price seeks a different
audience, which makes his book all the more
welcome. This is a book which will be readily
understandable to lay people with no particular
leanings towards science. He shows that the only way
in which to counter the simplistic and superficially
attractive arguments of the creationists is to force them
to defend their own ground. Far too many scientists
allow themselves to be placed in the position of
defending evolution. While this is easy enough to
accomplish in an intellectual environment, it is much
more difficult to carry out in the context of a public
debate or on a television program within the
constraints of time and the limits of the knowledge of a
lay audience. The understanding of evolution, or
indeed of any other scientific theory, cannot be
explained in terms that a seven year old can
understand. The creationists' propositions can be and
are.
If forced to defend these propositions,
creationists will soon lose any audience which is
capable of any rational thought. Mr Price pays
glowing tribute to our own Professor Ian Plimer, who
is one of the few scientists to have bested
creationism's star debator, Duane Gish, in a public
debate. Ian did this by refusing to play by Gish's
rules and by treating the exercise as the political
confrontation that it really was.
If I can find fault with this book, it is only in its
tendency to be episodic which could have benefited
from the services of a good editor. That aside, The
Creation Science Controversy is an eminently readable
book which is thoroughly recommended to all who are
concerned at the proliferation of dogmatic ignorance in
our society, and in particular to students in our schools
and to their parents.
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ASTROLOGY

Sun-sign and suicide
A case study in "creative" journalism
DICK CHAMPION

A favourite ploy of journalists, both
professional and amateur, is to take a recently
published item as "inspiration" for a story. A common
example is the book review, where the substance of
the author's work is retold, followed by a footnote
giving the name, title, publisher, price etc. Whereas
this is relatively harmless, except to the poor author,
the ploy can run to extremes where any similarity to
the original item is obscure, to say the least, thanks to
unwarranted embellishment by the journalist. This
article describes a case in point and tries to let the
crying need for scepticism speak for itself.
It is best to begin with a bald account
(except for some attempted translations) of where it all
began, in a two-page article in a psychological journal
of less than top rank ( Stack, S. & Lester, D., Born
Under a Bad Sign? Astrological Sign and Suicide
Ideation. Perceptual and Motor Skills, 1988, 66, 461462). The authors set out to test the hypothesis "that
the internalization of the traits associated with
astrological signs affects suicide ideation" (page 461).
( As a psychologist I suggest this means that the things
conventionally said in astrology about a person with a
given sun sign affect what they think about suicide.)
The authors cited earlier evidence of "no
association between birth month and the likelihood of
completed or attempted suicide" (p. 461). They
suggested, however, that "special astrological sun
signs may indirectly influence social attitudes but not
behavior" (p.461). ( They presumably treat social
attitudes as a form of ideation or thinking).
In 7,000 or so cases from an existing bank
of data, "suicidal attitudes were measured in terms of
whether the respondent would approve of suicide in
each of four life situations" (p. 462) e.g., where a
person has an incurable disease. A chi-squared test for
each situation led to four non-significant values, thus
failing to confirm the authors' hypothesis. They
apparently noticed, however, that the results for Pisces
were the most "promising" (my term) and they found
that the chi-squared test on the data for Pisces vs. all
the other signs combined gave a statistically significant
result in the incurable disease situation. They also

found that the persons with the Pisces sign were more
approving of suicide than the rest of the sample over
all four situations combined.
The authors then turned to independent
anecdotal evidence that the Pisces sign is "most
predictive of the gloomy life" (p. 462). They found
evidence in literature that "in both Greek and Indian
interpretations, people born under the Pisces sign will
have lives characterized by various kinds of losses"
which ". . . are often associated with suicidal mood
and behavour" (p.461). They speculated that the
people who believe they are predestined to a life of
loss will be more depressed and hopeless and hence
more approving of suicide. The authors concluded that
they could not tell whether their findings reflected
"astrological phenomena per se or socialization factors
wherein the reality of a bad sign becomes a selffulfilling prophecy" (p.462).
The crucial consideration in taking this study
seriously or not is whether the authors were really
wise before the event about Pisces. They did not
mention Pisces in their basic hypothesis, as quoted
above, although they referred to evidence in the
literature before citing their data. In the best case they
based a hypothesis about Pisces on independent
evidence and then confirmed it experimentally, coming
to a wisely cautious conclusion recognising the
difference between a sheer association and a causal
connection. In the worst case they broke one of the
basic rules of statistical inference by selecting out their
strongest result, finding it to be "significant", and then
justifying their result by "evidence" gathered after their
selection. My reading of their article (especially as a
sceptic, let alone a psychologist and statistician to the
stars) does not allow me to decide between these
alternatives and any compromise would be suspect.
In this shaky setting the creative journalist
comes on the scene with no such compunctions. The
result is an article in the "Only Human" series of the
Sydney Morning Herald of November 23, 1989, the
regular contributor of which is described as a PhD
who lectures at the University of Sydney. The heading

Continued... p.16
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Miracles and alien stones
HARRY EDWARDS
In which our peripatetic secretary,
Edwards, reports from the Philippines.

Harry

Quaffing San Miguel while awaiting the excitement of
another military coup, I mused that nothing much had
changed since I first backpacked through the
Philippine archipelago fourteen years ago. The tyrant
had gone, shoeshops continued to flourish, despite the
loss of patronage from the Iron Butterfly and ninety
five percent of the wealth of the nation was still
concentrated in the hands of five percent of the people.
The population had increased by an average of one
million each year, poverty and pollution was evident
everywhere and with unemployment running at 3050%, the future looked far from rosy. Yet, despite the
deprivations, the hardships and the absence of those
comforts and conveniences that we westerners take for
granted, there was still that wonderful warm
hospitality, accompanied by the only asset most
Filipinos can freely give - a big friendly smile.
Filipinos have nothing for which to thank 400
years of Spanish colonialism, only a faith that has
resulted in a burgeoning population, condemned to live
in the enironment its dogmas inevitably create.
Religious statues, paintings and icons are ever present,
no matter how humble the home; the dashboards of
cars, buses and jeepneys festooned with miniatures.
Accompanying the religious beliefs - superstition and
miracles.

Miracles
Prior to 1976, my only experience of things
supernatural was at the onset of puberty when,
suffering from a rare and embarrasing condition
known as teenage acne, I went into a church, bathed
my face in holy water and prayed for a Palmolive
complexion. It worked! By the time I was nineteen,
my pimples had gone. While this event is unlikely to
cause Hume to rotate in his grave as he reconsiders his
reasoning on miracles, it does demonstrate that a
prerequisite of faith is patience. Unfortunately, in
most cases, that patience needs to be infinite.
The Philippines provided my next encounter with
the seemingly inexplicable when, during my first visit,
I was invited to witness the miracle of psychic
surgery. At that time I had neither heard of nor had any
idea what it implied but, out of curiosity, I went along.
In a modest suburban house I was introduced to

the "surgeon" David Elizalde and his Australian
assistant Helen Morgante and taken into the "operating
theatre", a small room that, to my untrained eye,
seemed to be devoid of the sophisticated apparatus one
normally associates with surgical venues, apart from a
kitchen sink, a slop bucket and a sheet-covered table.
The patient was a tourist from a Russian cruise
ship who, I was told, was suffering from a stomach
ulcer. He was asked to strip to the waist and lie on his
back on the table. From my position, immediately
opposite the surgeon, I had a totally unobstructed view
of the proceedings.
After a few words of prayer and the sign of the
cross made on the patient's forehead, the "surgeon"
said, "I will now operate", at which the patient sat bolt
upright, apprehension plain on his face. Reassured that
he would feel nothing, he lay down again and the
"operation" commenced.
First, a karate chop across the abdomen in which
the hand did not quite touch the skin, but from beneath
which appeared a 15cm line of blood. Then, deftly
kneading the flesh, the "surgeon's" fingers and hands
seemed to disappear up to the wrists into the patient's
body. From within the folds of flesh, pinched together
by his left hand, the "surgeon" removed a piece of
bloody tissue, whch he held up for all to see, before
tossing it in the bucket. The blood swabbed off, the
operation was now complete. No fee was charged, but
it was suggested that a donation was in order to enable
the"lord's" work to be carried on.
While the explanation of this performance as
illusion is well known to sceptics, and my common
sense at the time told me not to be deceived by what
my eyes perceived, I can now well understand why the
credulous can so easily be taken in and why it is
important to alert people to this fraudulent practice.
Fourteen years later, psychic surgery and faith
healing still flourish in the Philippines, ripping off
those who can ill afford it and raising false hopes in
those who can.
Touring the Philippines during my recent visit
was evangelist Wanda Casper, whose glossy posters
on every wall advertise a forthcoming "Healing
Miracle Crusade", during which she will perform 'free
miracles' to enable the blind to see, the deaf to hear
and the crippled to walk. That Ms Casper can perform

Continued... p.16
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Suicide ...from p.14

Travels...f rom p.15

for this particular article sets the tone: A TENDENCY
TOWARDS SUICIDE MAY BE JUST A BAD SIGN
FROM THE SUN, although the author cannot
necessarily be blamed for it.
From here on, it is clear where the blame
lies. The two US behavioural scientists are said to
have shown that it is possible to be born under a bad
astrological sign (aren't we all ? - my improper
comment) and that one's sign can actually have a
bearing on behaviour or attitude. (Note that their study
was confined to attitude). According to the article,
"the two researchers have uncovered evidence that
someone's astrological sign can predict his or her
inclination towards suicide. Specially, the sign of
Pisces is "significantly associated with suicide
ideation". On the contrary, the researchers did not
claim to find causal (predictive) relationship and the
special selection of Pisces is of doubtful validity. As
far as the last point is concerned, by claiming that "Dr
Stack and Dr Lester suggest a theory to explain their
findings" (in the Greek and Indian interpretations of
astrology, etc), the journalist seems to imply a
"wisdom after event" approach, although I doubt that
was his intention.

more miracles, on a regular schedule each evening,
than Jesus Christ performed in his entire ministry, is to
mind a real miracle. That she can travel the world,
performing them 'free', is even more miraculous.

The journalist states that the reseachers'
study generated little attention, but the implications of
their findings refused to go away. "Traditional
scientists, "he says," those who demand hard
empirical evidence and who scoff at the mere
suggestion that astrology could have any possible
predictive value, have been forced to confront the
findings of Dr Stack and Dr Lester and even reconsider
long-held positions". My colleagues and I must have
dozed off and missed all this. Anyway, don't the
researchers disavow any conclusion that they are
necessarily dealing with astrological phenomena? But
even though the journalist explicitly recognises this, he
goes on creatively unabashed: "Untill the Stack and
Lester study, astrology was never before investigated
to see whether any links existed between it and
suicide".
The journalist saves the best joke till last, by
allowing that the "Pisces finding is merely a statistical
quirk - a chance, random, anomalous (sic) finding
without causal significance or meaning." Why wasn't
he content to say this and this alone in the beginning?
But no, he concludes in true journalistic style: "Look
up into the sky. The spirits are about to speak". Good
on you, SMH!

Dick Champion is a psychologist and is national
of
Australian
Skeptics
treasurer

*

*

*

Mysterious alien stone
The following appeared verbatim in the Manila
Bulletin, on February 21, 1990:
Mysterious stone stirs llocos folk
SAN FERNANDO, La Union - Rural folks of this
remote town of llocos Sur were thrown into panic
over the discovery of a mysterious stone which
severely burned three school children in Sarangay
Pudoc East Monday morning.
Latest reports said that the mysterious object,
as big as a child's fist, was found by Reynaldo
Sanso, Roberta Sanso and Fredo Natividad while
bathing in the river.
Senior citizens of this town fear that the stone ,
a dull red in color, must have been dropped by an
alien or could have probably come from a
disintegrating satellite similar to the US Skylab or
Cosmos 1990 of the Russians which hugged
newspapers headlines in the past.
and
local
Police
and
military
authorities
government officials were also facing a blankwall
as to the origin of the mysterious object which
caused sexious burns to Natividad who fell into
unconsciousness after touching the stone.
Tagudin Mayor Ricardo dela Cruz ordered that
the object be thoroughly examined for fear that it
could be a radioactive material and poses grave
danger to the health of the three children.
Dela Cruz said Natividad and the two other
children were confined at Tagudin District Hospital
for treatment of third degree burns.
Natividad, the reports said, picked up the stone
and
the
riverbed
which
was
illuminating
on
subsequently threw it resulting in the disintegration
of the object. (Lulu Principe)

Have any of our readers any ideas on what this
item was, considering that it must have been dropped
by an alien, and probably came from a disintegrating
satellite? Your explanation must explain how to hug
headlines and explain, in language suitable for a family
magazine, what is meant by sexious bums. Anyone
with a plausible explanation is assured of a position as
sub-editor on the Manila Bulletin.
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STUDENT ESSAY

The Phineas T. Barnutn effect:
is there a sucker born every minute?
MATTHEW RHYS RIMMER
ABSTRACT
This study has examined the so-called "Barnum
Effect" - the acceptance of generalised statements from
supposed experts like astrologers and graphologists.
Its main purpose has been to explore whether
people's gullibility or susceptibility to deception
affected their acceptance of generalised statements. A
comparison of acceptance in this deception- free study
with other deceptive research revealed that this was
not the case. The study's secondary purpose was to
examine other factors that could influence acceptance.
The results indicated that acceptance was unaffected
by the source of the statements: need for social
approval; gender; age or education. People preferred
positive to negative statements. Gullibility was not a
sufficient cause for acceptance.
An alternative
explanation proposed was that acceptance is
influenced by factors concerning the nature of the
description, such as the favourability or length of the
interpretation.

INTRODUCTION
Phineas T. Barnum's circuses met with widespread
approval among all classes of people. "A little
something for everyone", was this assured circus
entertainer's formula for success. This self-styled
"Prince of Humbugs" also reputedly said, "There's a
sucker born every minute". These sentiments may
have been in the mind of Donald Paterson when he
warned of a "a personality description after the manner
of P.T.Barnum" (cited in Meehl, 1956).
Subsequently Paul Meehl coined the phrase
"Barnum Effect" to describe people's acceptance of
generalised, horoscope-like descriptions about
themselves. These descriptions usually come from an
assessment of personal information by a supposed
expert such as a graphologist or an astrologer.
These horoscope-like descriptions are comprised
of generalised statements. Generalised statements are
encountered frequently, particularly since about thirty
per cent of the population believe in astrology (the
Skeptic,1988). As they contain "a little something for
everybody", they are applicable to virtually the entire
population. Another characteristic feature is their
generality, vagueness and lack of specificity. For
instance the generalised statement, "Most of your
aspirations are very realistic", fails to specify what
aspirations are realistic. Frequently, generalised
statements are hedged by qualifiers such

as 'occasionally" or "sometimes". Also generalised
statements are commonly "double-headed" by
incorporating two opposite or mutually exclusive
states. Such double-headedness is reflected in the
description, "At times you are extroverted, affable and
sociable while at other times you are introverted, wary
and reserved". Hedged by qualifiers and characterised
by double-headedness, Barnum-like statements are
short in length and focus on internal states, needs and
aspirations. They are so vague they could apply to
anyone.
The Barnum Effect should be examined further
since generalised feedback may change or harm a
person's self esteem, self perceptions and self beliefs.
This has been demonstrated by Petty and Brock
(1979) who found that generalised statements
influence subsequent behaviour. If subjects were
given generalised statements such as, "It is clear you
are an open minded person", they would become more
open minded than the norm in subsequent activities.
Modification of behaviour by generalised statements
is also illustrated in a study by Halperin and Snyder
(1979). Because of this finding that statements can
change self-perceptions and beliefs, it is important to
find out what factors influence people into accepting
this feedback in the first place, by examining the
nature of deception.

Deception
Psychologists have been examining the Barnum
Effect for over forty years. Since Forer's (1949)
classic study, numerous researchers (e.g. Handelsman
and Snyder, 1982; Snyder and Larson, 1972; Ulrich,
Stachnik and Stainton, 1963) have demonstrated that
people are prone to accepting generalised statements
about
themselves
from
presumed
experts.
Researchers have also examined factors influencing
acceptance of generalised statements, using either
"deceptive" or "deception-free" procedures.
Most researchers have examined acceptance by
using a "deceptive" procedure, in which all subjects
receive identical generalised descriptions which
supposedly come from an evaluation of personal
information by an expert. In fact, these descriptions
are bogus since they do not come from an expert's
evaluation but from the researcher's standard list.
Subjects are deceived into believing that the
descriptions, which are identical for all participants,
have been specifically prepared for them by the expert.
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To date, only Johnson et al (1985) and Layne (1978)
have examined the Barnum Effect by using a
"deception-free" procedure where the subjects are not
deceived into believing that the descriptions are
specifically for them, and know that their colleagues
have received identical feedback.
Deceived people have been labelled "suckers"
and"gullible"by researchers (e.g. Forer, 1949;
Stagner, 1958; Snyder, Shenkel and Lowery, 1977;
Snyder and Shenkel, 1975 ) because of their
acceptance. If some subjects are vulnerable to being
deceived, then it would follow that the more gullible
would more willingly accept generalised statements.
Yet, as Snyder, Shenkel and Lowery (1977) reported
in their review of the Barnum Effect literature, there is
no simple profile of a gullible acceptor.
No
demographic and few personality features have been
found to be characteristic of a gullible person.
Furthermore, there has been no evidence that
deception actually has an influence on acceptance.
This poses the question, "Is there a sucker born
every minute?" as P.T.Barnum implied, or does
deception affect acceptance? This uncertainty could
be answered by a comparison of ·acceptance of
deception-free and deceptive research.
If deception has an effect on acceptance there
should be a marked reduction in acceptance levels in
deception-free studies.
As a means of avoiding moral and logistical
problems, this study examined the Barnum Effect with
a deception-free procedure.
A comparison of
acceptance in this deception-free study and other,
deceptive, research should highlight the effects of
deception on people's acceptance of generalised
statements - the main purpose of the study.

Influencing factors
Its secondary purpose was to investigate possible
factors that influence or relate to people's acceptance
of generalised statements. The following six factors
were examined:
Assessment source. Past research (Snyder, 1974;
Rosen,1975; Snyder, Larsen and Bloom, 1976) has
found that there were trends towards a higher
acceptance of generalised statements from
psychologists 1
than from astrologers and
graphologists, but no significant differences. Rosen
. (1975) noted that people perceive psychologists as
being more reliable in assessing personality than
astrologers. Consequently, people's perceptions of
their acceptance of statements from astrological
analyses and personality tests could be examined in
this deception-free investigation. Indeed, it is possible
to test if people prefer to accept statements from
credible psychologists than astrologers. Since this
study used a deception-free procedure, subjects were
asked to imagine that the generalised statements came
from a particular source. A comparison of these two
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forms of assessment would be aided by the use of a
control source where the statements were 'made about
them'. Thus, the first aim was to investigate the
effects of the source of assessment on acceptance of
generalised statements.
Social approval. Snyder and Larson (1972) found
that people who believed that their lives were
controlled by external forces (e.g. fate, luck, powerful
people) more readily accepted generalised statements
than those who believed their lives were controlled by
their own actions. Further, Snyder and Claire (1977)
discovered that insecure people were more inclined to
accept generalised statements than were others. Apart
from these two features, few other human attributes
have been found to relate to acceptance. A possible
motive for people's acceptance, however, is that they
have a need for social approval, and generalised
statements fulfil this need. If this is so, people who
exhibit a high need for social approval should accept
generalised statements more than those who do not
display such a need. Therefore, the second aim was
to investigate the relationship between people's need
for social approval and their acceptance ofgeneralised
statements.
Favourability. Thome (cited in Snyder, Shenkel
and Lowery, 1977) found that people more readily
accept positive than negative feedback about
themselves. He called this the "Pollyanna Principle".
The Pollyanna Principle has been found to apply to the
Barnum Effect by numerous researchers (e.g.
Sundberg, 1955; Snyder and Shenkel, 1976; Collins,
Dmitruk and Ranney, 1977) who have consistently
shown that the favourability of the generalised
statement is a key factor in the Barnum Effect.
Because favourability has been a constant variable in
Barnum Effect researched it was retained. Hence, the
third aim was to investigate the
effects of
favourability on people's acceptance of generalised
statements.
Demographic factors. Finally, three demographic
factors - gender, age and education - were also
examined as variables in the Barnum Effect.
Consequently, the fourth aim was to investigate the
effects of gender, age and education on people's
acceptance of generalised statements.

METHOD
Subjects
In this study two different subject classes were
used. The first group comprised 80 (54 male and 26
female) Weston Creek High School students; their
mean age on January 1, 1989 was 14.6 years and
ranged from 13 to 16 years. The second group
comprised 35 female students in the ACT Institute of
Technical and Further Education (T AFE); their mean
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age on January 1, 1989 was 19.7 years and ranged
from 17 to 40 years. As part of their course this
group critically examined questionnaires and tests.

Measures
Two different measures were employed in this study :
(i) The main measure was an accuracy scale employed
by Stagner (1958). This scale was used by the subjects
to rate how accurate or inaccurate individual
generalised statements were of them. The subject's
judgment as to the accuracy of the statement was rated
on a five-point scale:
A. amazingly accurate; B. rather good; C. about
half and half;
D. more wrong than right; and E.
almost entirely wrong. This scale was used to rate
eleven generalised statements taken from Forer
(1949). These statements were taken from a newsstand
astrology book by Forer and have been used in
numerous other Barnum Effect studies (e.g. Ulrich,
Strachnik and Stainton, 1963). The statements are all
generalised, vague and applicable to most of the
population. They have also been classified as positive
and negative statements (Johnson et al., 1985). The
entire set of generalised statements is given in Table 1.
(ii) A questionnaire called the Marlowe-Crowne Social
Desirability Scale (Crowne and Marlowe, 1960) was
used to measure people's need for social approval.
The test is a pen and paper questionnaire with thirtythree true or false questions. Each subject's social
approval score was determined by finding how many
questions were answered in a sociably desirable way
(e.g. an answer of FALSE to the statement' I like to
gossip at times' would be considered a sociably
desirable answer since nearly everyone likes to gossip
at times.)

Procedure
The subjects were randomly assigned to one
of three assessment sources: a personality test from a
psychologist; an astrological analysis from an
astrologer; or a non-specific (a control) source. Each
condition received a questionnaire which was
composed of a series of generalised statements coming
from one of the three sources, an accuracy scale, and
the questions in the social approval test. In the first
part of the questionnaire the subjects were given a
review of methods used by their particular source to
assess personality. The subjects were then asked to
imagine that a series of statements were given to them
following an assessment by their particular source.
They were then required to rate how accurate each
statement would be of them, if it came from their
particular source. The generalised statements were
identical for each condition. All conditions were then
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given the Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale to
complete. Every subject was also asked to write down
their gender, age and school.

RESULTS
The accuracy ratings corresponded to
numbers (5-amazingly accurate, 4-rather good, 3-half
and half, 2-more wrong than right, 1-almost entirely
wrong). Hence, a mean accuracy rating of 4.5 would
be an average rating between amazingly accurate and
rather good.
The average accuracy ratings for the eleven
generalised statements (see Table 1) showed that the
most popular descriptions were about extroversion
and introversion for the Weston Creek subjects and
security as a major goal for the T AFE subjects. The
least popular statement for both groups was the
negative statement: "Disciplined and self-controlled
outside, you tend to be worrisome and insecure
inside". The eleven accuracy ratings of the subjects
were averaged for the further analysis of the results.
The main aims were analysed separately
using one of three different statistical procedures (see
Table 2). One factor ANOV A's conducted found that
the assessment source, gender and education had no
significant differences in accuracy ratings. Paired tTests indicated that there was a significantly higher
acceptance of positive rather than negative generalised
statements. Correlations were performed between (a)
social approval and mean accuracy and (b) age and
mean accuracy. Neither proved to be significant.

DISCUSSION
Despite being in a deception-free setting,
subjects still had a high acceptance of the generalised
statements with a typical accuracy rating between 'half
and half and 'good'. In comparison with the studies
using a deceptive procedure (see Table 3) the present
results gave accuracy ratings in the range of 'moderate'
to 'good' whereas the deceptive results typically fell in
the 'good' category. The slight enhancement of
acceptance in deceptive studies could be accounted for
by people's more ready acceptance of feedback
prepared for themselves, such as in deceptive studies,
rather than for feedback generally true of people, such
as in deception-free studies (Johnson et al.,1985).
Johnson et al. (1985) showed that this feedback for the
self and others occurs in both procedures. The results
are similar and acceptance, therefore, still occurs when
using a deception-free procedure.
If feeding subjects bogus information had
affected acceptance there would be far larger
acceptance in deceptive studies. The data failed to
detect this: acceptance is unaffected by the presence or
absence of deception. The findings suggest that

deception has had a minimal effect upon people's
acceptance of generalised statements. The argument
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that people are gullible is also weak because it enjoys
no empirical support.
Indeed, the Barnum Effect
consists of people rating accurate descriptions of
themselves! Despite lacking specific information,
generalised statements are accurate of most of the
population. It would seem more rational than gullible
to accept generalised statements such as 'Security is
one of the main goals in life' because it is, in fact, an
accurate description. It can be concluded that neither
gulliblilty nor deception affects people's acceptance of
generalised statements.
Hence, an alternative explanation is required. Even if
Table 3 suggests that deception enhances acceptance of
generalised statements, it is not alone a sufficient
cause. In attempting to establish possible causal
factors of acceptance, an examination of other factors
within the Barnum Effect is required. Some of these
factors were examined in the study.

Causal factors
Assessment source. There was no significant
difference in acceptance of generalised statements from
astrological analysis, personality tests and a nonspecific source. The source's only effect is that there
is less acceptance of feedback from a low-prestige
assessor rather than from a medium or high-prestige
assessor (Halperin et al., 1976). Thus ,the assessment
source has no significant ejfect upon acceptance of
generalised statements.
Social approval. Acceptance of generalised
statements was not related to need or desire for social
approval. As Snyder, Shenkel and Lowery (1977)
noted, there are few personality features unique to high
acceptors of generalised statements. Consequently,
people who have a high need for social approval are
not characterised by their greater acceptance of
generalised statements.
Favourability.
According to the results
people have a penchant for positive rather than
negative generalised statements. This is consistent
with previous research (e.g. Sundberg, 1955;
Weisberg, 1970; Halperin et al., 1976; Snyder and
Shenkel, 1976) into people's acceptance of positive
and negative statement.Therefore, people more readily
accept positive rather than negative generalised
statements.
Demographic factors. Gender, age and
education proved to have no significant effect on
acceptance of generalised statements. Again, no
demographic factors have been found which are
characteristic of high acceptors of generalised
statements. The only interesting trend to note was that
the T AFE students had a bias against personality tests
and had a low level of acceptance - a result possibly
reflecting their critical examination of questionnaire
techniques in their prescribed course. Hence, gender,

age and education were found to have no effect on
people's acceptance of generalised statements.

Explanatory factors
If susceptibility to deception is to be
discounted as the necessary and sufficient cause of
acceptance of generalised statements, what factors
could explain acceptance? This study found that
acceptance of generalised statements was unaffected
by the source of the feedback, desire for social
approval, gender, age or education. Indeed, the most
significant factor operating within the Barnum Effect
was the favourability of the generalised statements
(i.e. the actual nature of the description). Research
by Johnson et al., (1985) and Sundberg (1985) has
also found another factor relating to the nature of the
description. Both researchers note that length is a
significant factor with a higher acceptance of shorter
interpretations than longer ones. A study by Funder
(1980) indirectly suggests that there is another factor:
internal or hidden characteristics were found by people
to be more applicable to themselves than external or
visible ones.
If acceptance is uninfluenced by
people's susceptibility to deception then an alternative
explanation would be that it is affected by factors
concerning the nature of the generalised description.
The finding by Johnson et al., (1985) that people rate
generalised statements as more applicable for
themselves than for acquaintances also seems to be an
important explanatory factor.
These explanations for acceptance are related
to what occurs in modern day life. Astrologers, palm
readers, graphologists and other fortune tellers
frequently give their clients generalised descriptions
which are favourable, short in length and focus on
internal states and desires. Significantly, people prefer
favourable rather than unfavourable feedback, shorter
rather than longer interpretations and a focus on
internal rather than external states. Indeed our
preferences have been amply recognised by astrologers
and fortune tellers who generate generalised statements
using the very factors that elicit a high level of
acceptance. Our error stems from an inability to
recognize that the generalised statements have been
manipulated to gain our acceptance. People who
accept such generalised statements fail to appreciate
that the statements they receive would be just as
relevant to most of the population.
Future research into the Barnum Effect could
examine influential factors concerning the nature of
generalised descriptions. It might usefully explore
whether either mood or self-perception have a
relationship with an acceptance of positive and
negative statements. For example, would subjects,
who have a poor self-concept, fail to show a 'rosetinted' view of themselves and endorse negative
generalised statements? A further examination could
be made of people's more ready acceptance of shorter
descriptions rather than longer descriptions. A new
study could also explore Funder's (1980) internal
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(seen only by self) and external (visible to others)
types of statements within a Barnum Effect context.

Conclusion
This inquiry has found that acceptance in
deceptive and deception-free studies is surprisingly
similar: susceptability to deception is not a sufficient
explanation to account for acceptance of generalised
statements. Acceptance is not determined by Phineas
T.Barnum's notion that there is a sucker born every
minute. Approval of generalised statements is not
affected b the source of the feedback desire for social

approval, gender, age or education. Rather, the
Barnum Effect seems to be influenced by factors
concerning the nature of those generalised, horoscopelike statements which have, as Phineas T. Barnum
once said, "A little of something for everybody".
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Table 1. Accuracy ratings of the eleven generalized statements
Generalized statement

Weston Ck.
Mean accuracy

TAFE

Mean accuracy

You have a great need for other people to like
and admire you.*

3.36

3.26

You have a tendency to be critical of yourself.t

3.61

3.91

You have a great deal of unused capacity which
you have not turned to your advantage.t

3.30

3.11

While you have some personality weaknesses
you are generally able to compensate for them.*

3.36

3.49

Disciplined and self-controlled outside, you
tend be worrisome and insecure inside.t

2.92

2.69

At times you have serious doubts as to whether
you have made the right decision or done the
right thing.t

3.72

3.43

You prefer a certain amount of change and
variety and become dissatisfied when hemmed
in by restrictions and limitations.•

3.74

3.46

You pride yourself as an independent thinker
and do not accept others' statements without
satisfactory proof.t

3.55

3.11

You have found it unwise to be too frank in
revealing yourself to others.t

3.54

3.29

At times you are extroverted, affable, sociable
while at other times you are introverted, wary
and reserved.•

3 .. 80

3.60

Security is one of your main goals in life.*

3.75

3.97

Mean accuracy of positive statements

3.60

3.55

Mean accuracy of negative statements

3.43

3.25

Mean accuracy of eleven statements

3.51

3.39

Note * Rated as a positive statement
Rated as a ne atlve statement

Table 2. Review of results
Weston Ck. subjects

TAFE subjects

Mean
accuracy

Statistic

Mean
accuracy

3.43
3.57
3.53

F= 1.16

3.41
3.22
3.53

3.46
3.61

F.. 1.16

n.a.
3.39

Statistic

ANOVA's
Assessment Source
non-specific source
personality test
astrological analysis

F= 2.07

Gender
male subjeqs
female subjects
Education
F= 1.36

3.51

Weston Ck subjects
T.A.F.E. subjects

3.39

t-TESTS
F avourability
t= 2.34*

3.60
3.43

positive statements
negative statements

t= 3.20**

3.55
3.25

CORRELATIONS
Social Approval
social approal score
vs. accuracy rating

r= .038

r= -.164

r = -.008

r = -.109

Age
age in years
vs. accuracy rating
Note. significance levels= *P< .05 **p< .01.
results without asterisk have no significant differences
n.a. - not applicable

Table 3,

Comparison between deceptive and deception-free studies.
Deceptive studies

Deception-free studies

Number
Example study
Accuracy scale
Average subjects
Total subjects

16

2

Snyder & Larson (1972)
5-point
94.44
1511

5-point
69.5
139

Lowest mean accuracy
Highest mean accuracy

3.34
4.51

3.37
3.47

Mean accuracy a study
Mean accuracy a subject
Mean accuracy (verbal}

3.96
3.88
'good'

Layne (1978) & this

3.42
3.49
'haH & haH' to 'good'
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Working on the chain gang
SIR JIM R. WALLABY
Simon Saubern of the Victorian branch sent us a letter
recently (Letters, nhis issue ) in which he enclosed
two versions of a chain letter which seems to be
circulating in the Garden State. By one of those
strange twists of fate, which cause the mentally
confused to proclaim loudly, "Synchronicity", on that
very same day we received a copy of the journal of the
Great Lakes Skeptics from the USA. This newsletter
also contained a story on the same chain letter. Well,
nearly the same letter; there are subtle differences in
each version.
This letter has been around for a long time, I am
sure I first saw a copy in the 1960s, and I expect that
most readers will have seen it at some time. Briefly,
the letter claims to have originated with a South
American missionary from Venezuela named, in these
three versions, variously as Saul Anthony de (or De)
Group, Gro-up or Ciro. The letter stresses the
importance of making twenty copies and sending them
out to others, within 96 hours. It goes on to list some
of those who benefited, within days, from obeying the
instructions and the doom and gloom which befell
those who ignored them. The first problem arises
here. If, as it is claimed, this is a copy of the original,
how did the originator know what was going to befall
those latter,named, recipients? The earliest date
mentioned in all versions is 1953, when Constantine
Dias obeyed the instructions and won $2 million (all
versions). The latest date (1987) refers to a young
woman in California, who got a new car. This is not
mentioned at all in the American version.
A cautionary tale, one which really tugs at the
heart strings, is the case of one Gene Welch, who,
while in the Phillipines, ignored the letter and lost his
wife after six days (according to two of the letters) or
51 days (according to the third). In the American
letter, his grief was mitigated somewhat by the $50
000 he won, while in the Australian versions, he won
$7.755 or $7.555 million. This strange discrepancy
may reflect the value placed on wives in different
cultures, or it may be a warning about some future
currency exchange rate.
The Australian letters ascribe all this luck to St
Jude, who, if my memory serves, is the patron saint of
the Beatles.
The US version makes no such
attribution.
The proposition could be argued that all the bad
luck that exists in the world can be attributed to the
failure of many people to pass on copies of this letter.

Clearly the citizens of Ethiopia and Bangladesh are
tardy correspondents. Imagine, if you will, what sort
of world it would now be if everyone, starting in
1953, had passed on the letters within four days and
had received some good luck. For the purposes of this
speculation, let us set this level of luck at a modest $1
000, which would not have been bad even in a wealthy
country in 1953. Assume that all postal services are as
efficient as Australia Post and that all letters are
delivered within 14 days.
Gather around gentle readers and Uncle Sir Jim
will spin you a wondrous tale.

Jan 1, 1953
In a crude hut, outside Las Bombas, a small town
on the banks of the mighty Orinoco, a young man sits
at his table, writing. He is Saul Anthony de ?, a
missionary from the Brotherhood of the Indeterminate
Surname. Last night, in a dream, he was visited by St
Jude, who spoke unto him saying, "Bring luck unto
the world my son, Yeah, yeah, yeah." He is just
completing the last of 20 letters, which he has
addressed to his old friend from high school, Con
Dias.

Jan 15, 1951
Costantine Dias, a Graeco/ Hispanic theatrical
agent, sits at his desk in a seedy office in the Latin
quarter of Maricaibo. His delight, as he peruses again
the cheque for $2 million is palpable. No more will he
have to try to book dates for Pasquale and His
Performing Peccaries. He is rich beyond the dreams
of avarice. "Conchita", he roars at his sultry secretary,
"take a letter."
Meanwhile, in scattered parts of Venezuela, 19
other citizens are also contemplating their luck.

Jan 29, 1953
At Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Squadron
Leader James Bigglesworth, an RAF exchange pilot
and the only foreigner ever to inspect the alien bodies
in Hangar 18, considers the letter he had received from
his old chum Arbuthnott "Ginger" Lacey. In the other
hand he holds two cheques, one for US$70, 000 and
the other for A$470, 000. Ginger and he had flown
Spitfires together in the Battle of Britain and had been
great pals. Now the redhead had a job flying oilfield
supplies into South America. Could the letter from
Lacey and the unexpected wealth be somehow
connected?
Scattered across the western hemisphere, 399
other people are also wondering.
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Feb 12, 1953
On the island of Mindanao, expatriate American
freelance chiropodist Gene Welch ponders the events
of the past two weeks. First he had received a strange
letter, then $50 000 from a mysterious source.
Distracted by investing this windfall wealth with
young Ferdie Marcos, in a shoemaking scheme that
was guaranteed to net him nearly $8 million in a few
days, he had forgotten to send on the copies. Then his
lovely wife, Racquel had fallen gravely ill. Tom by
indecision, he had taken her to the local psychic
surgeon, who had removed tumours from her
abdomen, but, for insurance, he had copied the letter
and sent 20 copies to friends. Racquel was now well
on the way to recovery and he was on his way to
wealth. But what was the cause of the luck?

Similar thoughts occur to 7 999 other people.
Feb 26, 1953
Carlo Daddit, a junior filing clerk, is worried.
His supervisor has discovered Carlo's secret. After
work, Carlo returns to his lonely bachelor flat and
dresses up in women's clothes and ventures into the
night as Amy Daddle. Carlo is a transvestite. His
boss has threatened exposure, which will lead to
instant dismissal from the Commonwealth Public
Service. Now he has received an offer of a new job as
a model with a large fashion house. It is worth an
extra £500 per annum. Should he take the job? And
what did the mysterious letter have to do with his
change in fortune?
159 999 other people were equally nonplussed.
Mar 12, 1953
Joe Elliott is in a quandry. A mild mannered
haberdasher from Parramatta, he has just come into
$40 000 from an uncle in America. How should he
invest it? Only last week a clairvoyant t old him that
his future lay in brewing but he doesn't even drink
beer. Better to just send out the 20 letters and address
one of them to his cousin John in Melbourne.
Around the world, 3.2 million people marvel at
their luck.
Mar 26, 1953
64 million people have struck it lucky during the
last two weeks. Stock market analysts have noticed
that the profits of paper manufacturers are on the rise.
·Conservationists are concerned at the increasing
inroads being made into forests.
Apr 8, 1953
1.3 billion people, more than 25% of the world's
population, came into some money. Finance ministers
are heard to mutter darkly about "excess liquidity",
"implicit price deflaters" and "J curves" as $1.3
trillion of new money feeds the inflationary spiral.
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Apr 22, 1953
This morning, every person on earth received four
mysterious letters and $4 000. Postal workers unions
are demanding higher wages and more time off so
members can answer their own letters.
May 6, 1953
80 letters and $80 000 per person. Everyone is
happy except for one thing. They each have to write
1600 letters in the next four days. Franc Xerox, an
itinerent inventor from Prague, bemoans the fact that
he hasn't got time to perfect his new"photocopier".
May 20, 1953
Everyone has $1.6 million. Capitalists are
delighted because everyone is rich: socialists are
exstatic because everyone is equal. Politics seems to be
pointless. In his lonely room at the Sverdlovsk
Institute for the Propogation of the Faith, Boris
Timofeyovitch Ivanov, the Last Surviving Marxist, is
heard to mutter in Russian, "If you can't beat 'em, join
'em. Bugger the Dictatorship of the Proletariat."
Finance ministers would be concerned about the $8
000 000 000 000 000 floating about, but they, like
everyone else, have 32 000 letters to copy in the next
few days.
June 3, 1953
All people now have $32 million but have to copy
640 000 letters to keep the good luck coming. "You
can't get good help these days" is the universal
catchcry. Of course you can't. Who, with multiple
millions in their pocket, would want to work for
someone else? There is nothing to buy as there is noone available to make anything.
Trees are
disappearing, ink wells are dying up. All there is, is
money. And "money can't buy me love", as St Jude,
or one of his disciples, once said.
July 31, 1953
XZXC%REP/298, commander of the First
Intergalactic UFO Fleet, in orbit around the lifeless
third planet, sends the following message to his base.
"No life evident. All we can see is the planet covered
in small rectangles of what appears to be paper. Some
of the paper is coloured and has numbers on it and the
rest is covered in writing. The only words our
Translatron can make out appear to say 'St Jude'. We
do not know what it means. I guess the poor
inhabitants just ran out of luck. Message ends."

Which is probably lucky for the rest of the
universe. Before the end of 1954, every atom in the
universe would be required to make the paper to
supply the letters.
Sir Jim R Wallaby is well qualified to discuss chains.
Many of the world's leading unthropologists consider
him to be the missing link.
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Water divining
Sir,
Some reflections on the recent
divining tests, as reported in Vol 9
No 4.
Ian Bryce is to be congratulated on
his precise and effective account of
the tests. The background, aims,
procedure and verifications were
clearly defined and the events
comprehensively described.
I was moved to write these
congratulations to him and the
Skeptic, because, quite often in an
article, a line of thought is marred
by self-congratulatory or mocking
asides, which distract attention
from the point under discussion.
But this report was plain, clear and
emotionally neutral.
It was less satisfactory then, the
next time I took up the magazine,
to read about the impromptu tests.
Certainly, the need to highlight the
extent of self-delusion is central.
But couldn't it have been achieved
by publishing a copy of the terms
agreed
on
by
participants
alongside the simple reportage of
results? Or alternatively, these
two, plus a listing of earlier claims
made by individual diviners
accompanied by any excuses given
after the test?
I think tests involving deceptions
with coins supposedly "concealed"
or "found" tarnish our emphasis
on the key importance of publicly
demonstrable
procedure
and
verification.
What do other
readers think?
As Ted Schultz remarks (Skeptical
Inquirer, Summer 1989) ":The
true believers will most likely
remain unconvinced .... (but) there
are many undecided people who
are open to critical examinations of
the paranormal, as long as they
perceive that the studies are fairly
and objectively carried out."
Can other diviners or practitioners
of the paranormal be expected to
participate in future if such
unofficial tests are part of the
denouement?
Let's keep the Ian Bryce approach
as the model. But Very Well Done
to all Skeptics who worked on the
project.
-IC.Tynan

Flood source?

LETTERS
Letters to the editor are
welcome on any subject
of interest to other
Skeptics

Free will
Sir,
Something that Sir Jim R Wallaby
did not mention in his article,
EUTS (the Skeptic Vo/ 10 , Nol),
was the way in which mankind
has bestowed names upon "
things" that do not exist, eg gods,
souls, spirits (non-liquid), ghosts,
pixies,goblins, phantoms, minds
etc. Having been generated, these
terms have become, almost, forms
of energy and can cause much
confusion, particularly to young
people trying to learn the truths of
human existence.
I must hasten to add that it is
indisputable that "baronets" is a
term given to things that DO exist;
things both large and small, bless
'em.
There is one oft-used term that
puzzles me: free-will.
In the quest for truth, wherever it
leads, let it be remembered that
human beings are born without the
"free-will" for birth and that they
die without the "free-will" for
death. Despite these facts, it is
postulated that human beings have
the ability of "free-will" for all the
thoughts and actions during their
lives, between birth and death.
Is this the true state of affairs
during life? Does such a thing as
"free-will" exist? Perhaps some of
our philosopher readers could
advise.
-John Fitzgerald

What do you mean, "The
Phantom" doesn't exist? Ed.
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Sir,
In your description of the C.S.F.
Summer School (the Skeptic
Vo/10 , Nol), everyone seems to
have accepted the existence at
some time of a flood, sorry,
Flood.
About 40 years ago I wrote a book
on humidity and heat used in
industrial
drying
(H.M.S.O.recognised as standard textbook).
In this field relative humidity is of
no value whatsoever; one has to
deal with the weight of water dried
off and the weight of the air used
as the volume changes with
temperature going in and coming
out. To this end the book contains
tables of weight of water vapour
per pound of dry air calculated
from wet and dry bulb, and of
volume of one pound of air at
different temperatures. (This was
pre-metric)
Out of curiosity I wondered what
the depth of water would be if all
the vapour in the atmosphere were
condensed and spread evenly over
the earth's surface, i.e. the depth
of the flood waters. I do not
intend to give this figure as I am
well aware that it would be simply
rejected by Bible fans without
examination and I would lay
myself open to blind abuse.
So, I offer the modus operandi and
let anyone work it out for
themselves. One takes a unit area
on earth, imagines a vertical
column of air above it to a
reasonable height, calculates the
water in it, condenses it and brings
it down to earth, spreading it
evenly on the unit area. The
relevant data are (1) Saturated air at 15 degrees
C contains 75 grains of water
vapour per pound of air,
(2) The volume of one pound
of air at 15 degrees C is 13.3
cu.ft., and
(3) A gallon of water weighs
10 pounds and has a volume of
0.16 cu.ft.. There are 7 000
grains in a pound.
Assumptions have to be made, but
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if they are reasonable (e.g. the
atmosphere does not reach to the
moon), they do not affect the
general conclusion to be drawn
from this exercise.

- Dr H.H.Macey

Dr Macey has supplied an
answer but feels it is a
for
worthwhile
exercise
people
to
try
it
for
themselves.
We agree, but
being good Skeptics, we will
have Dr Macey's answer
checked by another expert or
two. Eds.

Skeptic letters
Dear Sir,
The published letters increase in
interest with each issue of your
magazine.
There are a lot of
confused people out there. Weird
and wonderful are their thoughts.
Perhaps a change of title would be
appropriate: "The Laughing Skeptic".
As for Sir Jim R. Wallaby, although his
risible articles have caused me bodily
pain in my side, I forgive him.
Perhaps he, as a Knight Commander
of the Royal Skeptical Realm, could
inform us whether or not there is life
after Gorbachev.
- John Fitzgerald

We should know any ti.me
now.
-Sir Jim

Chain letters
Sir,
A few weeks ago, a number of
graduate
students
in
my
department received a chain letter
via the University of Melbourne's
internal mail system. I am glad,
even surprised, to say that every
last one of us threw the letter in the
(recycling) bin and treated it as the
absurd joke that it is. It was no

more than temporary entertainment
and much fun was had over the
next few days, at morning tea,
blaming every minor mishap on
our collective failure to send on the
required twenty (yes, twenty)
copies of the letter.
And that (as the cliche goes) was
the last of it, or so I thought, until
I and several of my neighbours in
North Carlton received another
gmy that was hand delivered by a
student-type on a bicycle.
I am writing to warn readers of the
Skeptic as I feel that this activity
must be stopped as quickly as
possible. If the twenty people
who received these letters sent on
twenty copies each, 400 people
will receive a copy. And if these
recipients in turn send on twenty
copies, that makes for an
my
incredible...
where's
calculator... EIGHT THOUSAND
COPIES, or about half a tree and
lots of ozone and nitrous oxides
released into the atmosphere from
all that photo copying. Obviously
this is a plot, either by the
manufacturers of photocopiers to
wear out old models so we have to
buy new ones with all sorts of
functions that we will never use,
or by Australia Post trying to
increase its revenue. But jokes
aside, STOP KILLING THE
TREES, YOU BASTARDS!
While I have no idea who delivered
the second copy to my home, I do
know who sent me the original
copy, as each had a hand written
address on it. It took us all of five
minutes to compare these with the
handwriting of our suspect, a PhD
student in the department - a
"hard" science for those who like
such labels.
And here is my dilemma (you may
be thinking of it yourself), how
can someone, who has spent years
working along sceptical lines in
not believing/accepting something
until presented with convincing
proof, often multiple, independent
proofs, accept such incredible
drivel? Is it a case of one of those
comparisons from Yes Minister,
"I'm an
individual,
you're
eccentric, he's around the twist"?

Scientific trrumng (whatever that
is) is no protection against such
thought. Witness the other extreme
encountered in an undergraduate
friend of mine: an excellent science
student (one of the top in my
year), but a born-again Christian,
a firm defender of creationism and
scoffer of evolution ( too many of
Duane's lectures I'm afraid).
"How can this be?" one of the
Victorian committee asked me.
"How can he not accept all the
geological and paleontological
evidence?"
"Easy," I replied,"he's never had
to confront it. Since his late high
school years (when he was born
again, incidentally), all he has
studied is pure and applied
mathematics,
physics
and
chemistry. Nothing in vector and
matrix manipulations supports
evolution, does it?
So, can some reader please explain
what I see as the incredible mental
contortions that one must go
through in order to hold both
advanced knowledge and seeming
drivel and is there anything that
can/should be done about it?
- Simon Saubern

Simon Saubern subsequently
approached us with a strange
request. He now wants to
collect chain letters as a
hobby. We wish him the
best of luck. Readers who
wish to help Simon should
write to him at:
of
Organic
Department
Chemistry
University
of
Melbourne
Parkville VIC 3052.

Ace
investigative
reporter,
Sir Jim R Wallaby, carries
the chain letter saga to its
illogical
conclusion,
elsewhere in this issue.
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Mechan1shc or
Moralistic II
Sir,
The responses by Rafe Champion
and Richard Chirgwin to my letter
headed "Mechanistic or Moralistic"
(Summer, 1989), were interesting
but disappointing. I don't think
they really answered my original
criticism of skeptics who are
mechanistic materialists:
that
cnt1c1sm
being,
mechanistic
materialists are being inconsistent
if they make any moral judgement
or if they infer any meaning to life.
Skeptics are exhorted to think
rationally and not to simply believe
( Barry Williams - From the
President - Autwnn, 1990). What
do we say then to the person who
thinks, "I don't want to work to
make a living, but I do want to live
comfortably. Therefore I'll get a
gun and steal money"? Now such
a thing is quite rational. If the
person is very judicious in his use
of the gun he can get quite a lot of
money and so live comfortably
without having to work, as such.
(Maybe we feel that using a gun is
rather clumsy, so we could
substitute a computer or some
other means of committing white
collar crime.)
Many, perhaps most of us, who
read the Skeptic may not like this
man's thinking (perhaps because
we are afraid that it may be our
money that might be stolen), but
like it or not, it is still rational
thinking. What argument can we
pick with such a person from a
purely mechanistic materialistic
standpoint?
If this person confronted us
personally and tried to take our
money we could say we didn't
want to give it to him, and, if we
were quick with a gun ourselves
we could perhaps stop him. But if
we tried to stop his action by
purely rational argument, what
could we say? If we say that we
don't want him to take our money he could say that he did want to
take it. We could say we thought it
was wrong/bad for him to take it he could say it was right/good for
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him to take it.

We could say it
might harm our survival prospects he could say it might enhance his.
If he accosted someone else with
his gun, we would have even less
of a basis for denying him his right
to do so. After all, why should we
impose our morality on others?
In Richard Chirgwin's letter he
says that my arguments are only
superficial and he briefly tries to
show how moral behavior can be
related to a mechanistic view of
life. He starts from the premise
that ".. any trait ... that tends to
increase the chance of continuation
of either an individual or a species
is likely to continue."
The
implication of this statement,
combined with his following
argument, is that there is some
good or some value in survival.
But from where does he get this
notion? Even if he does believe
there is some innate quality in
living matter that 'wants' it to
survive, (scientific proof of this I'd
be interested to see), this still says
nothing about whether survival is
'good'.

I'm not suggesting that Richard
Chirgwin or any other mechanistic
materialist doesn't have the right to
invent any personal moral position
they want. But what I find hard to
understand is that any skeptical
mechanistic materialists are willing
to express their views about what
they think is good and bad
publicly. Richard says that part of
his world view is that deception is
wrong. If that is what he chooses
to believe, fair enough.
However, he then says that he
doesn't attack the beliefs of others,
but he does deny them the right to
systematically exploit their fellows.
It must be asked why he thinks he
has the right to do this. He
personally may not like to see or
experience exploitation and he may
choose not to do it himself but on
what grounds does he conclude
that it is wrong for others to do it?
Exploiters obviously think that
exploitation is good - for them at
least.
Who has the right to
establish which position is 'right'?
That is the question that I want
mechanistic materialists to answer.

Rafe Champion indicates in his
reference to Bertrand Russell that
he thinks that the majority opinion
can be used to establish right and
wrong. But what an imprecise and
fickle instrument public opinion is
for establishing something as
fundamental to life as right and
wrong. A study of history shows
this clearly enough. Besides, if we
have to throw our lot in with
majority opinion, where does that
leave the individual's convictions?
If we are going to be consistent,
we can't have it both ways - either
we accept majority opinion, or we
stick by our own views. (It must
be noted that surveys indicate that a
large majority of Australians
express some sort of a belief in
God - does that make them correct
because they are in a majority?)
It is on the basis of the above that I
conclude
that
consistent
mechanistic materialists must
unavoidably adopt the public
posture of amoral anarchists.
One's personal moral views are
irrelevant to everyone else's and
any laws of society are an
indefensible, baseless impediment.
Hence, there is the need to be
amoral and anarchistic beyond our
own private world.
Then, to my assertion that life is
meaningless
for
mechanistic
materialists, Richard said "..it is up
to me to give my own life meaning
" Surely this is an admission
that meaning is really something
quite arbitrary since it is something
each person invents for themself.
If meaning in life is selfmanufactured, then one person's
meaning is as good as another's,
and in effect such meaning
becomes rather meaningless.
When we take a hard-nosed
mechanistic materialistic look at
what a human life is - the
unintentional coming together of
bits of matter which happen to
form a living thing for a brief
period of time and which then die
and revert to non-living matter - it
is impossible to see any innate
meaning to this. Any imposed
meanings by one or more of these
chance beings is simply that - an
imposition and so can be safely
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Skeptical mechanistic
ignored.
materialists may not like to align
themselves with nihilism but I
don't see what other choice they
have unless they wilfully turn their
backs on reality as they claim to
see it. Since skepticism is about
bravely facing reality, whatever it
may be, I don't think they will
want to do that.
In writing these letters I simply
want to challenge mechanistic
materialists to face up to the reality
of their chosen position. Skeptics
are supposedly the enemies of
hypocrisy yet I am amazed to see
the apparent hypocrisy of those
who adopt this stance. You can't
say you believe this universe
consists only of matter but then try
to espouse moral positions.
Neither can you try to imply any
meaning or significance in a
universe which is ultimately
nothing but atoms.
others,
criticising
Before
mechanistic materialists should get
themselves sorted out in these
areas. Then, when they do, they
will realise that they cannot say
anyone else is good or bad as it
doesn't matter two hoots what
anyone says anyway.
I think that very few, if any,
people can live like that. Who of
us is not constantly expressing
moral judgements and who of us
never has a sense of life leading
somewhere or of it serving some
purpose?
Whether we like it or not, perhaps
the existence of morality and sense
of meaning are indicators that there
is more to our universe than just
matter.
- Graham Preston
When Rafe Champion
P.S.
writes, 'However, the world we
live in does not just consist of
matter .. .', is he saying that there is
a non-material aspect to our world?
He himself goes on to finish that
sentence with, 'evolution has
produced plants and animals,
including humans, with nervous
systems and a brain that enables
to
think,
to
them
communicate.. etc.' What, in all

that, is not '.just matter' to a
mechanistic materialist? Perhaps
he actually thinks we have a nonmaterial mind? (But who of us
doesn't really - after all, is it just
the atoms in our brains conducting
this correspondence?)
Richard Chirgwin responds :
The materialistic arguments I can
pick against Mr Preston's armed
robber are as follows:
(i) What you do harms me;
What you do harms the
(ii)
society which we both inhabit;
(iii) What you do may ultimately
harm you;
and all three points can exist
without recourse to a moral ideal
external to humanity.
The priorities lie in a different
order if stopping a robber from
accosting someone else, but they
are still there:
What you are doing harms
(i)
society; and therefore
(ii) What you do could ultimately
harm me;
(iii) What you do could ultimately
harm yourself in the long term.
This is an imposition not just of an
individual morality, but that of a
whole society.
Neither does survival involve
reference to an external (i.e. Godgiven) morals, as Mr Preston
Since the mechanistic
asserts.
choices are existence (and therefore
the possibilities of enjoyment,
fulfillment and so on) and nonexistence, it is self-evident that
survival is worthwhile, since,
without survival, the opportunity
for for fulfillment etc is denied.
I next take issue with the false
dichotomy presented by Mr
Preston: that we either accept
majority opinion or we stick to our
own views. We can do both, since
morals are concerned with action,
not thought. The issue of morality
is defining the limits of behavior in
society in a way which ultimately
benefits society. I say the world is
flat; I kill those who say the world
is round: no more than a
materialistic view is needed to
define the difference between these
two attitudes, and to permit one,
while suppressing the other.

"Any imposed meaning by one or
more... chance being is ... an
imposition and so can be safely
ignored," Mr Preston asserts. I
agree. I don't have to accept the
meaning of my life from any other
or any group of others; however, if
I choose to act contrary to society,
I do so at my own risk. This
applies regardless of the source of
society's morals. Godly moralists
punished Galileo for contradicting
them.
"You can't say you believe this
universe consists only of matter
but then try to espouse moral
positions," says Mr Preston. Why
not? If moral positions are the
creations of thinking beings,
subject to change by thinking
beings, then the origin of the
thinking beings is irrelevant. Like
life, morals simply are; what they
are is the important argument.
Finally, I never implied that my
conclusions were inescapable. I
simply wish to demonstrate that
morals and sense of meaning do
not inevitably imply a spiritual
component to the universe; and
that, since they exist, any
individual is free to subscribe to,
promote and, from time to time,
change society's morals.
Rafe Champion responds :
Mr Preston's challenge to declare
the source of our morals has some
value in affording the opportunity
to show how far we have come
from the old days of strictly
mechanistic and deterministic
materialism. People who combine
their skepticism with strict
determinism do indeed have a
problem to find room for moral
principles and deliberate choices
according to criteria of right and
wrong (or even truth and
falsehood). Fortunately, we no
longer have to accept a strong form
of determinism, which has been
under attack from a thoroughly
naturalistic
and
scientific
perspective for fifty years by Karl
Popper and from the American
skeptic, Charles Pierce, before
The non-deterministic
him.
the
for
allows
worldview
emergence and evolution of new
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forms of molecules, organisms,
minds, language and cultures.
Chaos theory is a development in
this tradition of thought, and
another example is Popper's 'three
world theory'. He postulates the
existence of a material 'world 1' of
atoms and molecules, a subjective
'world
2'
of
personal
consciousness (based on suitably
advanced nervous systems) and a
'world 3' for the contents of
thought,
including
scientific
theories, moral and legal codes,
systems of logic and mathematics,
and also the realms of art, music
and literature.
Many skeptics are likely to find
this pluralism of 'worlds' almost
as subversive as the superstitions
of the paranormal but it offers a
way to go beyond the debate
between mechanistic materialists
and spiritualists which Mr Preston
apparently wants to pursue. The
relevant books are Popper's
Objective
Knowledge:
an
evolutionary approach, The Open
Universe: an argument for
indeterminism
and The Open
Society and its Enemies (Ch. 5,
on
nature,
convention
and
morality).
Mr Preston has raised the old
bogey that moral principles,
without supernatural authority, are
merely arbitrary. However, this is
not the case because we can form
critical preferences for various
moral principles in the same way
that we form critical preferences
for scientific theories. We subject
the options to critical appraisal.
Surely the essence of skepticism,
in science and morals alike, is to
settle for critical preferences which
can change in the light of new
evidence and new arguments,
instead of locking into positions of
supposed certainty that are
dignified by appeals to the
supernatural.

Barry Williams pontificates :
A commonly expressed, and
cogent, objection to the assertion
that morality depends upon the
existence of a deity and that a deity
only commands that which is
'good', is that one needs
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independent knowledge of what is
'good' in order to know what the
deity commands.
From what
source can one obtain this second
opinion?
Surely, unless one
posits two equally infallible deities,
then the only valid second source
is one's own mind, and if one is
capable of making that judgement,
then the deity becomes redundant
(at least as far as morality is
concerned).
The next problem to arise from the
hypothesis of a deity handing
down immutable moral laws is,
from whence did the deity, who
presumably is a thinking entity,
derive its concept of morality? Is
there an infinite heirarchy of
deities, all passing down moral
principles to the next level? That
doesn't appear to be very
satisfactory. Then we must ask,
does this hypothetical deity obey
its own moral strictures? Surely it
must do, as the arbiter of all that is
moral must be incapable of acting
immorally?
But then, take the case of the
Judaeo/Christian deity, allegedly
the author of the moral principle
"Thou shalt not kill". If the book
of his doings is to be believed, this
deity is responsible for the
wholesale slaughter of innocent
humans; creatures for whom the
deity
itself
is
ultimately
responsible. Is this a case of "do
as I say, not as I do"? This does
not strike me as being a very moral
position. After all, surely the most
moral posture one could assume
would be to emulate the deeds of
the being who invented morals?
Perhaps then, these J/C moral rules
are the result of what humans
believed their deity would wish
them to obey. The fact that, in a
tribal society in a harsh
environment, these rules also made
a lot of sense, may possibly have
coloured the thinking of those who
sought to interpret the wishes of
their deity. But, if that is the case,
are not these rules then made by
human beings, on the assumption
that the deity would approve?
How do we know what rules the
deity is trying to convey to us? Do
we have any evidence that the deity

has ever tried to tell us what the
rules are?
We are not born
complete with an instruction
manual. I realise that there are
various books in which people
claim that they have received the
rules from the deity's mouth
(assuming deities have mouths),
but how do we know that these
people understood what the deity
was telling them or that they then
transcribed them accurately or, in
fact, that they may not have been
suffering from delusions? How,
indeed, do we know that these
people were not simply lying,
possibly to secure their own place
in a tribal heirarchy
Now if we determine, as Mr
Preston seems to, that moral
principals without supernatural
sanction are arbitrary, then surely
all moral principles are equally
arbitrary, in light of the lack of any
evidence as to what moral
principles the supernatural power
espouses.
How then does this materially
differ from the concept of rules that
are made by human beings who
assume that a deity does not exist?
In many instances, the rules
themselves are similar, if not
identical.
The only difference
appears to be in the areas of the
penalties
which
attach
to
disobedience of the rules and who
might impose those penalties. It
seems pretty clear to me that moral
rules are the constructs of human
brains. We know that we exist and
we know that we have codes of
morality.
We
have
no
incontrovertible evidence that any
deities exist. And, even if we
accept that some deity does exist,
what evidence do we have as to
which, of the thousands of deities
that have been worshipped by
humans during our entire history,
is the real one? It is futile to
suggest that any particular deity
must be the real one, on the basis
that that deity demands a higher
level of moral purity, for the very
reasons I mentioned at the
beginning. What it now comes
down to is that some people
believe that the moral code they
adhere to has some sort of
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supernatural sanction.
Other
people do not. In this context,
there is no logical way to determine
which case is correct, or in fact if
there is such a thing as correct
morality.
That some humans
believe that a supernatural entity
approves of their codes and that
other humans doubt that such an
entity exists, seems to be entirely
irrelevant to the concept of morality
Perhaps my questions are naive
and a g ood theologian could

dispose of them in a trice. While I
enjoy a theological argument as
much as the next individual, I am
not sure that any theological
argument has ever solved
anything. When boiled down to
their fundamental elements,
theological arguments take on the
nature of the constant reiteration of
opposing views revolving around
some variation of the theme, "Is" "Isn't" - "Is" - "Isn't", ad
infinitum.

This magazine has indulged in
quite a bit of theology in recent
issues and, as the new editor, may
I say that I am heartily sick of
typing in names like
Nebuchadrezzar and Isaiah, neither
of which flows from the fingers.
Wouldn't someone please write a
letter defending astrology?

COMPETITION WINNER

Ballroom of the damned
KEITH WALTERS

Last issue we invited readers to submit a
short story which utilised a couple of phrases
we had discovered in one of the more purple
passages of a Creation ex nihilo
expose of
the Skeptics.
We did not receive many
replies and some of those who did respond
seemed to think that the Skepti,c was
published by Messrs Mills and Boon.
The
winner of a copy of Skepti,cal
is Keith
Walters of Lane Cove, NSW, whom, we
believe, has a great future in advertising or
politics.

They were all there in that Ballroom of the Damned.
Multitudinous horsemen of the apocalypse, the ranks
of the original four being swelled considerably:
Rationalism, Evolution, Communism, Skepticism,
Humanism, Gay Liberation, Women's Liberation, to
name just a few.
Occasional wretched sinners tried to gatecrash this
Danse Macabre in a hopeless effort at winning
personal salvation. They were inevitably wrestled to
the ground by the laughing revellers before being
tossed back out into the cold, damp alleyway of
purgatory.
Darwin handed his ticket to the brimstone-breathing
gargoyle, just as a young Christian, struggling with
Evolution, burst free and made a dash for the same
door, to be sent sprawling by the gargoyle's scaly
outstretched leg.

The hapless lad was dragged back into the fray, by
Humanism assisted by Abortion on Demand.
"Well, have a nice evening, Mr Darwin" the gargoyle
said. Apart from posing difficult questions about his
place in the evolutionary scheme of things, he wasn't
such a bad sort.
Charles made his way among the guests. Davids
Attenborough and Bellamy were both there, chatting to
some palaeontologists. These all greeted him with a
simple handshake; Women's Liberation with a peck on
the cheek. This sat comfortably enough with his 19th
century mores but suddenly, Darwin was being
embraced by others, with increasing vigour.
Humanism and Skepticism - well, OK, but Sodomy
and Gay Liberation were getting far too vigourous for
his liking.
A scuffle at the back door suddenly caught everyone's
attention. "Funny, he doesn't look like a
fundamentalist," murmered Easy Divorce.
"No, it's another bloody pseudo-greenie", growled Dr
Bellamy, striding over to the interloper. "I'll handle
this".
"Thought so", he said, reading the note tattooed into
the man's forehead. "Using recycled paper when you
could have used none. Car bristling with antipollution gear when you could've walked. Earbashing
everyone about CFC aerosols, which they couldn't
buy, even if they wanted to, while re-gassing your
car's airconditioner every twelve months etc etc."
"Sorry mate.
We're the Threats to Western
Civilization As We Know It. You want that group over
there, Architects of Western Civilization As We
KNEW It. KNEW in the Biblic~ 1 sense. Now sod

off'!

Australian Skeptics
$20,000 Challenge
Australian Skeptics supports the testing of paranormal claims, but are unconvinced by any of the supposed proofs
of psychic and/or paranormal powers that have been presented to date.
We are committed to finding the truth about so-called psychic powers, whatever that truth may be. To discover
the existence of a genuine psychic power, if such an ability exists, would obviously be exciting and of great social
importance. However, experience has shown that the field of psychic research lparapsychology) is filled with
self-delusion, evasion and fraud, making us doubtful that any genuine psychic/paranormal powers exist.
We thereby issue the following challenge to any and all psychics and psychic researchers in Australia:
Show us just one psychic occurrence of any kind that can be demonstrated to be genuine under controlled
conditions and which cannot be attributed to any other, non-psychic cause.
Claims of psychic powers are abundant, but supposed proofs of those claims are rare (in our view, yet to exist
indisputably). However, we are sincere in wishing to see and test anyone who can demonstrate genuine
paranormal abilities such as psychic powers, astrological predictions, clairvoyance, telepathy, telekinesis, psychic
surgery, mediumship, levitation, water and metal divining, or ESP.
There are obvious benefits, both to the claimant and to society generally, for indisputable proof of a psychic or
paranormal power. The claimant would benefit from an enhanced reputation by convincing the Australian
Skeptics of the claimant's ability (and possibly being the first person to successfully demonstrate such powers
under controlled, scientific conditions). Society would benefit from an acceptance and increased understanding of
"miraculous" powers of healing or attaining knowledge.
It is also to the immediate financial advantage to the claimant to test a claim, as there is a reward of $20,000
(offered by Australian Skeptics' patrons, Dick Smith and Phillip Adams) for the first to be proved genuine under
controlled tests by Australian Skeptics.

CONDmONS:
1. Each claimant must submit a claim in writing to the National Committee of Australian Skeptics. The claim
must clearly explain what particular power/effect is being claimed. The claim must also include a letter from an
independent person (not directly linked by family or profession with the claimant) that the power/event has been
witnessed.
2. Claims made must be testable under controlled scientific conditions.
3. A preliminary test will be carried out by the State Committee of the Australian Skeptics in which the claimant
resides if feasible. If it is not feasible for the State Committee to carry out the test, then it will be carried out by
the National Committee.
4. If the preliminary test reveals apparent evidence of a psychic and/or paranormal ability, then a final test will be
carried out by the National Committee.
5. The protocol (the detailed procedure for testing) will vary according to the claim, and will be drawn up and
agreed to be fair and reasonable by all parties in advance of testing. The protocol may be examined independently
to check for fairness, applicability and potential for fraud.
6. All costs of testing are to be borne by the claimant unless other arrangements have been agreed in advance.
7. A public record will be kept of all enquiries, applications and testings, and may be produced at a later date if so
wished. Australian Skeptics retains the right to publicise the results of any tests conducted.
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